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Because of the substantial increase in the costs associated with running a group water scheme since
subsidy was last agreed in 2000, negotiation of new subsidy arrangements was a Federation priority in
2008. In the course of the year, we engaged with the Department of the Environment to agree supports
for group schemes and to fine tune the conditions that would apply to these.

Despite a worsening economic situation, substantial subsidy increases were agreed, the minister,
Michael Kitt, TD, acknowledging the valuable service that group schemes provide to rural communities
and recognising that continued investment in the work of group water schemes is essential in the context
of the onerous legal responsibilities that apply to water services.

Minister Kitt deserves credit for successfully persuading his Cabinet colleagues on these points, partic-
ularly as he had only been appointed to the rural water portfolio in June. Both he and his predecessor,
Tony Killeen, TD, relied on a team of hard-working staff within the Department of the Environment,
Heritage & Local Government. We are indebted to Carthage Cusack and Terry Allen, in particular, for
their perseverance in ensuring that agreement was reached, given that there were many other claims on
their time and energy.

Similarly, the NFGWS Board appreciates the contribution of our own management and staff in prepar-
ing the required background material for the subsidy review and in presenting a strong case to the
Department. In addition to their other duties, Seán Clerkin and Colm Brady were involved in negotiat-
ing the detail of the subsidy arrangements on an almost daily basis over many months.

Compromises were required, not least in the Federation’s having to agree to the Minister’s insistence
on the strict application of the Polluter Pays Principle under Strand B of the new arrangements, but all-
in-all we are convinced that it is a good deal. If used prudently, it provides group schemes with a sound
financial base on which to build for the future and the resources required to put in place the quality
assurance standards that will guarantee a healthy drinking water supply from source to tap.

Increased subsidy entitlements should not be regarded by any group scheme as an excuse to maintain
unrealistic water charges or to fail to deal with high levels of unaccounted-for-water. This would be
foolhardy. As I have argued before, realistic charging policies are essential to the future of group
schemes, not least because unrealistically low charges encourage wastage.

Following on from the subsidy review, we have two years to drastically reduce our levels of unaccount-
ed-for-water, because in 2011 payments will reflect the actual proportion of domestic usage (up to
50,000 gallons per household), as opposed to the current 60% allowance. The success of many schemes
in achieving this objective will serve as an inspiration to others. A programme of leakage detection and
waste reduction should be implemented on all schemes, particularly in respect of the non-domestic ele-
ment of supply. As a first step in achieving this objective, the Board heartily recommends the early
completion of the UFW reduction training course introduced by the Federation in September 2008.

I note that from its introduction in November 2007 to the end of 2008, some 65 group water schemes
availed of Quality Assurance training. This is very encouraging. It is important that this momentum is
maintained and increased in 2009 and the signs are positive that this is, indeed, what is happening. Under
the requirements of licensing, schemes will have to demonstrate a capacity to deliver quality in all
aspects of their business. QA implementation will be key to demonstrating this.
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Board members and senior management of the National Federation of Group Water Schemes. Pictured are: l-r Seán Clerkin,
Brendan O’Mahony, Tony Prendiville, Paddy Ward, Colm Brady, John Heslin, Mac Boyd, John O’Donnell, Mike Reddy, Vincent
Farrelly, Gerald McCarthy (Advisor), Michael John Kilgannon, Jimmy Walsh, Joe Harte and Tom Burke.
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2008 saw the final phase of the Federation’s 3-year business plan 2006-2008 and as this report clearly
illustrates, we have succeeded in implementing most, if not all, of the objectives outlined in that plan. A
new plan to take us to the end of 2011 is currently under preparation. Certainly, the need for forward
planning has never been more urgent.

What this report illustrates above all else is that financial investment of itself will not guarantee suc-
cess. Pre-planning is key to avoiding disappointment in any area of investment and given the urgency
of addressing non-compliance in group water schemes there have been inevitable setbacks and frustra-
tions. Effective management, genuine partnership and targeted capital funding have resolved issues on
some schemes in 2008. There are clearly others that require to be similarly dealt with.

The Board greatly appreciates the fact that voluntary GWS committees have invested huge time and
energy in taking their schemes forward to meet whatever challenges have arisen to date. That focus
needs to be maintained over the coming 12 months and beyond. For its part, the National Board will
continue to work on your behalf and I want to personally thank my Board colleagues for their dedicat-
ed service. I want also to thank our partners; those Department officials, local authorities staff, the
National Rural Water Monitoring Committee and the Water Services National Training Group, all of
whom contribute enormously to the success of the Rural Water Programme.

Finally, I want to again acknowledge our management and staff for their ongoing efforts working for
and with group water schemes in all regions. They cover a huge area and they do so with dedication,
genuine interest and unbounded enthusiasm. Rath Dé ar an obair!

Brendan O’Mahony
NFGWS Chairperson
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from the fact that 14 of the 17 bundles are now completed or virtually completed, continued delays in
relation to the final DBO bundle projects (in Galway and Roscommon/Leitrim), as well as the second
Mayo bundle, meant that anticipated construction did not go ahead as expected.

Nonetheless, 2008 saw the remaining obstacles to these projects being overcome. The tendering
process was completed in Mayo and, with the resolution of several contentious issues, construction will
proceed in 2009. Tenders for the Roscommon/Leitrim and second Galway bundles were submitted in
December 2008 and construction on these will begin this year also. In advance of construction on all
of these, major advance works contracts progressed across Galway and Mayo in 2008, but there was
disappointment as the failure to commence several additional advance works contracts in Galway or on
any of those scheduled for the Roscommon/Leitrim DBO bundle. The delay was largely due the appli-
cation of fixed price contracts to rural water capital projects from March 2008.

This did not impact on ongoing contracts, such as DBO bundling upgrades. 2008 saw the vast bulk of
construction completed in the south Leinster DBO bundle, as well as the official opening of the Galway
DBO bundle 1 project in February and of the Limerick DBO bundle in late March. Both these projects
have performed satisfactorily to date, as have the majority of the other DBO projects. This is likely to
be reflected in the EPA Drinking Water Quality Report for 2008.

Aside from DBO, the pursuit of other upgrade strategies was also stepped up during the year. With
Kevin Reilly in position as Project Manager since 2007, in summer 2008 the National Rural Water
Monitoring Committee established a Water Quality National Task Force to identify and implement
temporary upgrade solutions on non-compliant schemes awaiting more substantial upgrades. This task
force has been led by Mr Reilly and amongst the schemes identified for temporary solutions were sev-
eral that are part of the remaining DBO bundles.

Performance Management Training was completed across all existing DBO bundles in 2007, and in
2008 the emphasis shifted to training in the NFGWS Quality Assurance system. The Federation Board
prioritised the implementation of QA at the Federation Annual Delegate Conference in March with the
result that 65 schemes had completed training up to 31 December 2008. In light of concerns that there
was insufficient representation from some GWS committees and operational staff at training courses,
in late 2008 it was stipulated that a representative nember from each group scheme would have to com-
plete training before certification could be issued by the Federation.

To address continuing high levels of unaccounted-for-water on many group schemes, the Federation
designed a new training training course. This was introduced at the Annual Rural Water Conference in
September and became available to schemes in October. The course borrows from the wider training
module on leakage detection designed by the Water Services National Training Group. It demonstrates
how schemes can calculate unaccounted-for-water and take practical steps to reduce it.

The push towards universal metering continued across virtually all schemes within DBO bundle projects
and the value of telemetric bulk metering was recognised by increasing numbers of schemes. In all
areas, schemes proved conclusively that metering, combined with pricing that more accurately reflects
the true value of water, drastically reduces wastage and saves money.
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Schemes are increasingly focused on finance, recognising that adequate resources are required to pro-
vide a quality drinking water service. In 2008, the Federation invested considerable time in devising
formulas that would allow individual scheme to calculate what they need to charge in order to meet
their outgoings (including payment of staff) while retaining a surplus towards future investment.

Of course, under the Rural Water Programme the costs associated with the domestic element of oper-
ating a group scheme have been supported through subsidy. The successful negotiation of new and
increased subsidy arrangements in 2008 provides group schemes with additional resources in meeting
their legislative and regulatory obligations. However, the Federation Board and staff have been keen to
impress that subsidy should not be regarded as an alternative to realistic charging policies. Moreover,
considerable efforts were made to explain that conditions attaching to the new subsidy so that group
schemes might avoid any problems.

The employment of part-time or full time management and operational staff remained a Federation pri-
ority in 2008. While the costs of such employment were not included under subsidy (as the Federation had
hoped), nonetheless schemes were urged to recognise the imperative of introducing effective management,
including competent administrative staff. Several schemes in west Mayo (and in other parts of the country)
recognised this fact and have greatly benefitted from employing managers since early 2008. To support
them in their efforts, we were delighted that the national training agency, FÁS, came on board in 2008,
providing assistance towards the development of a dedicated GWS Manager’s Training Course.

While the Federation has been actively interested in the area of source protection for some years (espe-
cially through our involvement in the National Source Protection Pilot Project) this issue took on a new
urgency in 2008 with the formulation of draft plans under the Water Framework Directive and the
growing threat of increased treatment costs for DBO schemes with deteriorating raw water quality. As
stated before, QA begins with source protection and schemes should start now by identifying potential
risks to their sources so that steps can be taken to eliminate them.

As this report confirms, 2008 demanded a major input by Federation staff. Our development personnel
worked day and night to assist schemes, doing everything that was asked of them and more to facili-
tate meetings and training opportunities for group schemes. A significant portion of the time of senior
management was taken up with resolving disputes. While this is important, it is a distraction from the
core tasks that face our sector and my hope is that 2009 will see an end to such distractions. We have
to work together if we are to succeed, particularly in the exceptionally difficult economic circumstances
facing Ireland at present.

Under the expert direction of an experienced Board of Management and with the continued support of
the Minister and officials of the Department’s Water Services Section, as well our partners in the local
authorities and rural organisations, the Water Services Authority the WSNTG and FÁS, we can survive
and continue to develop, but only if individual schemes adopt the steps that are required. For our part,
we will be there to help them on that journey

Seán Clerkin
National Co-ordinator
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Capital investment in rural water infrastructure continued at a very high level in 2008, with an overall allo-
cation of €135 million. As in every year since 2002, the main portion of this investment was earmarked for
DBO bundle upgrading works, with substantial monies set aside for the connection of non-compliant
schemes to public mains, the taking-in-charge of schemes, minor upgrades and construction of new
schemes.

The official opening of the first Galway DBO bundle on 29 February and the Limerick DBO bundle on 28
March marked another significant milestone in addressing the problem of non-compliance with EU and
National drinking water standards. Of the total of 42,700 GWS households involved in DBO projects, by 31
December 2008 treatment plants were providing treated water to 32,000 of these. Most were operating sat-
isfactorily, but significant issues were being addressed on some. In particular, the capacity of some treat-
ment facilities to deal with difficult raw water (especially highly coloured water) was proving problematic
in some areas, most notably in County Clare. Determined efforts have been made by the schemes involved,
with the support of the Federation, to have such issues satisfactorily resolved.
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2008 saw the official opening of the Limerick DBO bundle by Environment Minister, John Gormley, TD, and the opening of the first
Galway DBO bundle by former Minister of State with responsibility for rural water, Tony Killeen, TD. Between them, these two bun-
dles are providing quality water to 35 group water schemes incorporating over 6,000 rural households.
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Elsewhere, in South Leinster progress on the DBO bundling project proved a considerable disappointment,
although the level of construction improved greatly in 2008 in comparison to the previous year. By 31
December, construction was virtually completed on all sites, with plants fully operational on all but three
schemes. However, taking-over-certificates had only been issued in respect to ten sites and considerable
snagging was required to finalise this project.

The second Mayo DBO bundle encountered major setbacks, but Part 8 Planning was secured in October and
on 22 November O&M contracts were signed with all schemes involved. As for the two remaining DBO
bundles (Galway no. 2 and Roscommon/Leitrim DBO bundle) these were retendered in 2008 and contracts
are expected to be awarded in 2009. Betwen them, these three bundles incorporate more than 10,000 GWS
households.

Essential works in advance of (or in tandem with) DBO bundle projects constituted a substantial element of
expenditure under the 2008 Rural Water Programme. Across Galway and Mayo hundreds of kilometres of
mains were laid as well as connecting pipework between amalgamating group water schemes. Having said
that, not all advance works contracts got underway in the course of the year and there will be substantial
catch-up in parts of Galway and across the Roscommon/Leitrim DBO bundle to get this essential infrastruc-
ture, as well as universal metering, into place. [For a full account of progress on DBO projects, see pp 17-24].

The application of fixed price contract on rural water projects from March 2008 and the withdrawl of CLÁR
funding in respect to public schemes in late August had a significant knock-on impact on other GWS
upgrade strategies, including connection to public mains and taking-in-charge. However, some progress was
made, especially in the West where these are the solutions in respect of a large numbers of schemes.

A significant incentive to deal with non-compliant schemes as an absolute priority came with the formation
in July 2008 of a National Water Quality Task Force under the direction of National Project manager, Kevin
Reilly. This task force identified 96 schemes at risk of Ecoli contamination due to absence of any form of
treatment/disinfection. A further 51 schemes were also identified where, notwithstanding the presence of
disinfection, restrictions on supplies to consumers remained in place.

The opening of the amalgamated Fahy GWS treatment plant as part of the first Mayo DBO bundle was a major achievement of the
Rural Water Programme in 2008. Apart from a substantial infrastructural investment over three years, this project saw the amalga-
mation of the former Fahy/Kilmaclasser GWS and Drumindoo GWS and the appointment of a dedicated manager. As an indication
of the committee’s intent to provide a quality service, QA training was completed in 2008 and a meter based charging policy agreed.
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In September 2008, the NFGWS Board and senior management reviewed progress on the subsidy arrangements with Minister
Michael Kitt, TD. Regular contact was maintained with the Minister through his Department officials on this and other issues.

A range of interim actions were identified with a view to these schemes achieving compliance in the short
term under the following broad headings:
• Fast tracking of permanent solution
• Installation of interim disinfection
• Installation of other interim measure plus disinfection (eg: temporary treatment)
• Provision of advice and assistance
• Enforcement

By 31 December disinfection had been introduced as a temporary measure on 63 of the schemes at risk of
Ecoli contamination, while all but 4 of the 51 schemes with restrictions on them had been dealt with,
generally with the lifting of boil notices.

A growing number of councils issued ‘letters of direction’ under the Drinking Water Regulations (SI
278/07) during 2008 and in one instance at least (in County Waterford) the local authority used its power
under the Water Services Act to temporarily take over the management of a group scheme.

Throughout 2008, the role of the Federation was defined in terms of securing the resources needed for every
GWS to operate successfully and in building the capacity of group schemes to meet all of their obligations
under the Regulations and the Water Services Act. The successful negotiation of new subsidy arrangements
with the Department of the Environment, Heritage & Local Government went a considerable distance in
addressing the issue of operational resources, while regular contacts with Department ensured that capital
expenditure levels were maintained for essential infrastructural work, even in a climate of severe cutbacks
in expenditure across all areas of public spending.

Increased levels of subsidy came at a price. Group schemes availing of a new Strand B subsidy towards the
O&M element of DBO costs, were told that flat rate charges on domestic consumers would no longer be
acceptable, while all schemes received a clear message to end wastage and, in particular, to reduce the extent
of treated water being supplied to non-domestic consumers.

The import of these and other conditions were explained to local GWS federations and to individual
schemes by development staff towards the end of the year. By and large, group schemes welcomed the
increased supports and acknowledged (if reluctantly in some cases) that the conditions were reasonable.
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Affiliation with the NFGWS was maintained in 2008 at 324 schemes (incorporating 51,642 households).
Under the direction of the Board (which met formally on four occasions), Federation management and devel-
opment staff interfaced with individual group schemes in a range of areas, including advice/training in:
• financial planning
• developing management skills
• licensing
• UFW reduction
• Quality Assurance
• disseminating information

Performance under these headings is dealt with in some detail under ‘Goals, targets and actions 2006-2008’.
As 2008 represented the final period in this 3-year strategy, the increasing focus on capacity-building with-
in the GWS sector has become very clear. A summary of 2008 would therefore include, inter alia:

► Development of a formula to assist schemes in assessing their costs and implementing a realistic
charging policy.

► Continued delivery of the NFGWS Management training Course, with ten schemes completing it
across counties Mayo, Monaghan, Wicklow, Wexford and Roscommon.

► The development, with FÁS support, of a dedicated training course for managers of group water
schemes.

► The promotion of universal metering, bulk metering and realistic charging as essential elements of
water management, including development and introduction of a dedicated course on UFW reduction.
Up to 31 December, this course was completed by schemes in Monaghan and Limerick

► Roll our of the Quality Assurance training. Having been introduced in November 2007, QA training
was completed on 65 schemes to the end of 2008.

► Preparation and distribution of Rural Water News and providing assistance to individual schemes in
producing their own newsletters and in preparing copies of Rules & Regulations etc.

NFGWSDeputy National Co-ordinator, Colm Brady, explaining the then proposed conditions of subsidy to the reconvened ADC in June
2008. The orignal ADC in March was suspended until details of the subsidy review were announced by Minister Michael Kitt, TD.
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Goals, objectives, targets and actions 2006-2008
GOAL I: TO ASSIST GROUP WATER SCHEMES IN DEVELOPING THEIR CAPACITY TO MEET THE CHALLENGES
FACING THE COMMUNITY-OWNED DRINKING WATER SECTOR IN THE 21ST CENTURY.

Objective I: To assist GWS boards in adopting a strategic role in running a community-owned business.
Target: To persuade all group water schemes within DBO bundles and larger non-DBO schemes (both private-

ly and publicly-sourced) to employ suitably qualified personnel to perform day-to-day management
duties.

Action 1: Provide schemes with a questionnaire, specifically asking if they have paid management/staff and, if
not, would they positively consider moving in this direction, assuming the issue of finance can be suc-
cessfully addressed.

Action 2: Work with those schemes that respond positively [to the above], to address their concerns, financial or
otherwise.

Action 3: Inform group schemes that respond negatively of the benefits of having a paid staff, particularly in the
context of declining voluntarism.

Action 4: Ensure that all amalgamations of group water schemes incorporate a management/staff structure.
Evaluation: Confirmation in 2008 that the Department would not be in a position to fund the employment of

group water scheme managers came as a significant setback for schemes hoping to move in this
direction. As most schemes operate on a low-cost, low-margin basis, the gap to be bridged in
financing paid management is daunting. Nonetheless, employment of managers remains NFGWS
policy and substantial effort has gone into persuading schemes to move in that direction, if only in
employing a part-time manager as a first step. The potential cost savings and other benefits of
employing a good manager, first demonstrated at the Rural Water Conference in 2007, were
emphasised again as part of Quality Assurance training throughout 2008, as well as in day-to-day
contacts between development staff and individual schemes.

Target: To have business plans in place on all group water schemes within DBO bundles and larger non-DBO
schemes (both privately and publicly-sourced).

Action 1: Assist schemes completing the NFGWS management training course in formulating an appropriate
business plan.

Evaluation: All 105 schemes that have completed the NFGWS Management Training course to date have
drawn up outline business plans. Roll-out of the Quality Assurance system during the year provides
schemes with a structure for developing wider business plans, but for most schemes this will
require the employment of a manager who can develop a relevant and structured plan for their
water service.

Objective 2: To provide schemes with support in managing their business expenses.
Target: Achieve a measure of consistency in the pricing structure of group water schemes, while respecting the

right of individual schemes to price as they see fit.
Action 1: Encourage the formation of GWS sub-committees at local Federation level to discuss and, where appro-

priate, to agree guidelines for charges and to make recommendations re same.
Action 2: Distribute information in respect of current pricing policy on individual schemes as a means of

encouraging discussion on the issue of pricing.
Evaluation: In October 2008 a meeting of the Monaghan Federation agreed that a consistent approach to pric-

ing was necessary and a basic charge of 80c per m3 was established. Although this approach has
not been replicated elsewhere, both county federations and individual schemes have been giving
more consideration to the issue of pricing. As most schemes are reliant on subsidy to meet their
outgoings, the need to achieve cost recovery and achieve a surplus independent of subsidy has to
remain a priority and must be prioritised in any future NFGWS plan.

Target: Provide a financial model to all group water schemes within DBO bundles and larger non-DBO
schemes (both privately and publicly-sourced).

Action 1: Prepare a data base of schemes that have already availed of financial modeling and identify/target
schemes which have yet to do so.

Action 2: Invite schemes to avail of this service.
Evaluation: Having reviewed its financial model in 2007, the Federation intensified work with individual

schemes and with county federations on the issue of finance in 2008. Towards the end of the year,
as details of the new subsidy arrangements were confirmed, development staff met schemes to
review their cost base and to improve their financial planning.
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Target: Explore the potential of alternative energy as a source of funding for group water schemes.
Action 1: Investigate and provide schemes with accurate information on various options including wind power

and bio-energy crops.
Evaluation: As stated in our last annual report, extensive research and evaluation of the potential ofMiscanthus

production and processing was suspended in August 2007, as it was decided that the financial basis
upon which group schemes could recommend this option to farmers was, as yet, unproven. It was
decided to defer further consideration of this matter until this situation changed.

Objective 3: To pro-actively encourage and assist schemes in adopting a sustainable course of action.
Target: Complete the amalgamation of smaller schemes participating in DBO bundle projects in Counties

Mayo, Galway and Roscommon.
Action 1: Approach schemes involved and secure agreement to amalgamate.
Action 2: Provide assistance in progressing the amalgamations.
Evaluation: This objective was fully implemented at the end of 2007, but the work of bedding down the new

structures has continued in 2008. All of the new, amalgamated schemes have adopted a co-opera-
tive structure with assistance from Federation development staff and a good proportion have paid
managers in place to progress both the amalgamation and their wider upgrade.
In some instances, this process has been delayed because of the need to complete outstanding financial
audits on individual schemes.

Target: Where appropriate, form umbrella management co-operatives amongst a number of group water schemes.
Action 1: Progress the West Cavan Alliance as a model of a management co-operative.
Evaluation: During 2008, several ‘umbrella’ structures were being given serious consideration by schemes in

Limerick, South Leinster and amongst amalgamated schemes in County Galway. Schemes were
encouraged to move towards the employment of shared managers. This model was successfully
implemented in two west Mayo schemes in 2008 and is likely to develop further in 2009.

Objective 4: To make relevant training available to group water schemes.
Target: Complete management training on all group water schemes participating in DBO bundle projects and

on such other schemes as request the course.
Action 1: Specifically target schemes involved in DBO projects, encouraging participation in the training course.
Evaluation: A total of 10 schemes (incorporating 1,400 households) took the course in 2008, of which 9 were

schemes involved in DBO projects. These included three schemes from Mayo, two from Wicklow,
two from Wexford and one each from Monaghan, Kildare and Roscommon. All DBO schemes in
Monaghan and most in Cavan have completed the course, so that the focus is on the western and
southern counties.

Target: Provide PMS training to all completed DBO bundles.
Action 1: Through NFGWS development officers, organise training for each bundle shortly before the com-

mencement of the O&M contract.
Evaluation: This action was completed in 2007, but a refresher course was provided for completed DBO

schemes in South Leinster in 2008. Further refresher courses are planned for 2009. Training in the
remaining DBO bundles (Galway 2, Mayo 2 and Roscommon) will take place following the com-
pletion of the design build stage of the project. Elements of the Performance Management system
are also dealt with as part of Quality Assurance training.

Target: Facilitate the provision of leak detection and network maintenance training to all schemes providing a
treated drinking water supply.

Action 1: Encourage and support schemes to identify stopcocks on distribution networks on GWS that come
within the terms of the Drinking Water Regulations.

Action 2: In association with local authorities, prepare a case for once-off grant aid towards GPS mapping of
group schemes, indicating pipelines and connections.

Evaluation: The unavoidable delay in the provision of the specially-designed WSNTG training course for group
schemes continued through 2008. However, installation of universal metering and of bulk meter-
ing (much of it telemetric) continued as part of a wider strategy of controlling leakage and UFW.
To encourage further progress, the Federation developed and launched a course aimed at identify-
ing and reducing UFW on group water schemes. This course was rolled out in September and up
to 31 December, had been delivered to 22 schemes across counties Limerick, Monaghan and Clare.
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Target: Introduce training in quality assurance on GWS that have completed the management training course.
Action 1: Implement quality assurance training on a phased basis for schemes in completed DBO bundles, or

where treated water is being supplied.
Evaluation: Up to 31 December 2008, the QA course was completed by 65 group schemes, all but four of which

were involved in DBO bundles. As completion of the course was tied to Strand B subsidy pay-
ments, the short term objective was to complete training on all DBO schemes prior to end of April
2009. In the future, certification of QA implementation will be obligatory.
While take-up of the QA course was high in 2008, concern was expressed that some schemes were
inadequately represented at training. It was proposed and agreed by the NFGWS Board that rea-
sonable representation of committees and operational/management staff would be required before
QA certification could be given.
An advanced module in Quality Assurance was included as part of a new training course for GWS
managers. This course was developed in autumn/winter 2008.

Objective 5: To provide group schemes with the information and wider support needed to win the
confidence and loyalty of their members.
Target: Distribute Rural Water News to the individual members of all GWS committees within DBO bundles.
Action 1: Approach GWS committees in specific bundles, inviting them to subscribe for individual board members.
Evaluation: Continued efforts were made to encourage take-up by other schemes, but with limited success.

Since publication of the Winter 2008 issue, however, development officers have made renewed
attempts to promote this.

Target: Assist schemes in the production of newsletters/information material for distribution to their members.
Action 1: Encourage the production of regular information for scheme members.
Action 2: Provide a template newsletter/annual report which schemes might adapt for their own members.
Evaluation: NFGWS training courses (including QA) emphasise the need for regular and structured communi-

cations with members and schemes are encouraged to send newsletters prior to their AGM. In the
course of 2008, newsletters produced with the assistance of the NFGWS were distributed to indi-
vidual schemes in the Galway, Cavan, Clare and Mayo, while several more schemes produced their
own newsletter for distribution. In Spring 2008, Monaghan Federation produced and distributed a
common newsletter to more than 6,000 households on all federated schemes. This idea of a single
common newsletter issuing once a year through all schemes within a county federation, may pro-
vide a more attainable objective than expecting individual schemes to produce their own, at least
until they have paid managers in place.

Target: Highlight the quality of the drinking water provided through group schemes.
Action 1: Emphasise the importance of communicating the results of monitoring to scheme members and assist

committees in doing so.
Action 2: Devise pilot initiatives appropriate to local schools and other public facilities as a means of addressing

concerns about drinking water quality.
Action 3: Utilise World Water Day as an opportunity to secure regional and national publicity surrounding the

transformation of rural water supplies.
Evaluation: The need for local authorities to make drinking water quality results available to the relevant scheme

at the earliest opportunity is emphasised as part of QA implementation. This issue was raised by the
Minister in 2008 and it is an area that the Federation will focus on in the future, especially as
monitoring plans now have to be in place as part of the Regulations. Those schemes producing
newsletters are advised to keep the water quality issue to the forefront.

GOAL II: TO ENSURE THAT THE FEDERATION SUCCESSFULLY FULFILS ITS REMIT UNDER THE RURAL WATER
PROGRAMME AND CONSOLIDATES THE PARTNERSHIPS THAT HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED.

Objective 1: To further strengthen all of the partnership committees with which the NFGWS is
involved.
Target: Ensure that local rural water monitoring committees are functioning properly.
Action 1: Identify local authority areas in which committees are non-existent, are meeting infrequently or are

otherwise failing to fulfil the requirements of the Rural Water Programme and pursue these through
the Rural Water Monitoring Committee and the Department.
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Action 2: Press for bi-monthly meetings of all RWMCs.
Action 3: In association with the NRWMC, provide a standardised agenda for local rural water monitoring com-

mittee meetings.
Evaluation: Implemented in full. A draft submission re the future of local monitoring committees was forward-

ed to the National Rural Water Services Authority for their consideration. This makes recommen-
dations in relation to the future role of such committees, their composition, the frequency that they
should meet and the agenda that should be pursued. Under the Water Services Act, local commit-
tees are to be established on a statutory basis and the Federation has made the point that the hap-
hazard approach adopted in the past must be avoided.

Target: In conjunction with the NRWMC, organise events that will demonstrate to the European Commission and
to the media the progress made under the Rural Water Programme in recent years.

Action 1: Distribute Rural Water News to members of the EU Commission.
Action 2: Invite the Commission to visit areas where upgrading work has been completed on formerly non-com-

pliant schemes.
Evaluation: Implemented. Rural Water News is now sent to the Commission, so that its members are kept fully

informed of the upgrade programme and other developments in the rural water sector. The
Federation is happy to facilitate any visit or inspection proposed by the Commission.

Target: Agree a joint approach to the regulations being introduced under the Water Services legislation.
Action 1: Organise consultation at a regional level, involving RWMC, local authority personnel, representatives

of group water schemes and the NFGWS, from which proposals can be forwarded to the NRWMC.
Action 2: Include the proposed regulations as an item for discussion at the annual rural water conference.
Evaluation: Implemented. The provisions of the Drinking Water Regulations (SI 278/07) and of the Water

Services Act were included on the agenda at the 2008 Rural Water Services Conference (as they
had been in 2007). In addition, the Federation was involved in overseeing the drafting of guidelines
in relation to the licensing of water suppliers. Although a series of planned regional seminars did
not go ahead, details of the new licensing regime were explained at the Rural Water Conference.
NFGWS development staff provided further explanation of the licensing process to individual
schemes and county federations.

Objective 2: To contribute actively and positively to initiatives aimed at bringing treated water to
GWS consumers and to assist in the implementation of strategies in relation to all non-compliant
schemes, of whatever size.
Target: Undertake a detailed assessment of all schemes that come under the terms of the drinking water quality

directive and pursue upgrade plans in respect of each of these.
Action 1: Prepare a detailed summary of all schemes of 50 persons and more (>15 houses), indicating the pro-

posed upgrade route and progress made.
Action 2: List (by local authority area) non-compliant schemes of less than 50 persons that come under the terms

of the directive and through local RWMCs agree upgrade proposals in respect of these.
Evaluation: Implemented. A schedule of planned upgrades was reviewed on a quarterly basis and presented to

the European Commission. A ‘task force’ established under the NRWMC in summer 2008 aimed
at ensuring that temporary upgrades were completed on those non-compliant schemes awaiting
more robust upgrades. The Federation was also involved in successfully addressing ongoing issues
that had delayed progress in parts of Mayo.

Objective 3: To assist schemes in implementing strategies to effectively manage the distribution of
their water supplies so that the risk of recontamination is avoided.
Target: Provide practical advice and support to schemes in relation to network management, including delivery

of the Quality Assurance system.
Action 1: Organise distribution network maintenance training for local Federations.
Action 2: Implement quality assurance training on a phased basis for schemes in completed DBO bundles, or

where a treated water is being supplied.
Evaluation: Distribution network maintenance is a core element of the Quality Assurance system being introduced

by group water schemes. This emphasises the need for scouring programmes, up-to-date mapping of
pipework, valves and fittings and the application of strict health & safety procedures. County
Monaghan Federation (in partnership with the County Council) decided to install a dedicated training
facility in leak detection and line maintenance. The first phase of this work was completed in 2008.
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Target: Secure financial support towards the provision of additional disinfection and pressure reduction valves
where required on longer networks.

Action 1: Prepare a submission to the NRWMC and the Department and work through local monitoring commit-
tees to identify schemes that have difficulty with regard to residual chlorine or with regard to bursts
caused by water pressure.

Evaluation: As part of DBO contracts (and of the Quality Assurance system) a chlorine residual of .2 to .5
should be available at the head of the distribution system. Daily monitoring of both total chlorine
and chlorine residual levels are a key part of QA implementation.
QA training emphasises that regular scouring and maintenance programmes throughout the distri-
bution system is the best insurance that a chlorine residual will be achieved to the end of the pipe.

Objective 4: To provide ongoing support to group schemes during theO&Mphase of their DBO contracts.
Target: To reassure schemes that the NFGWS is available to act as an intermediary in addressing any issues that

may arise.
Action 1: Present this option to schemes at PMS training.
Action 2: Where requested, to assume the role of client’s representative for individual schemes in relation to gen-

eral administrative issues.
Action 3: Organise distribution network maintenance training locally for schemes involved in O&M bundles.
Evaluation: In view of the need for technical support, the Federation now encourages schemes to retain the

Client’s Representative that acted on their behalf during the DB phase of their contracts. A circular to
this effect was sent to all DBO schemes in 2007. NFGWS staff members routinely attend quarterly
meetings held as part of the Performance Management System.

Objective 5: To defend current subsidy arrangements and to pursue enhanced grant aid towards the
operational and management costs of group schemes.
Target: Secure an increase in subsidy support that takes into account two factors: 1. the costs associated with

water treatment and 2. management costs.
Action 1: Prepare a submission to the Department, arguing for an appropriate increase along these lines, payable

from 1 January 2006.
Evaluation: Implemented. A two-tiered subsidy was unveiled by the Minister in June 2008, while the detailed

memorandum was released to schemes in December. The maximum operational subsidy was
increased from €101 to €140 per household on privately-sourced schemes and from €50 to €70 on
those that are publicly-sourced. An additional Strand B subsidy was introduced towards schemes
in bona fide DBO contracts. The new arrangement applies from 1 January 2008.

Target: Achieve cross-party understanding of the importance of continuing subsidy supports.
Action 1: Lobby all political parties in advance of the next election to ensure an understanding of the importance

of continued subsidy supports for the GWS sector.
Action 2: Raise this as an issue with RWMC and have resolutions adopted in support of continuing subsidy

arrangements.
Evaluation: All Dáil elected representatives are supplied with a copy of Rural Water News and are, therefore,

kept fully informed of developments within the rural water sector. As the group scheme sector and
wider Rural Water Monitoring Committees are comprised of representatives of all parties, the sec-
tor continues to enjoy consensus support across the political parties.

Objective 6: Ensure, as far as possible, that water wastage is eliminated.
Target: Complete critical mains replacement and metering on all schemes involved in DBO bundles.
Action 1: Encourage and support schemes to identify stopcocks on distribution networks on GWS that come

within the terms of the drinking water regulations.
Action 2: In association with local authority, prepare a case for once-off grant aid towards GPS mapping of

group schemes, indicating the pipelines and connections.
Evaluation: Water conservation has taken on a new significance as future subsidy payments (from 2011) will

reflect metered supply to domestic and non-domestic consumers. Universal metering is continuing
on all schemes in DBO projects and all schemes are encouraged to install metering as an essential
management tool.
The availability of a continuously updated map is a requirement of Quality Assurance.
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A pilot GPS mapping programme in Kilkenny was being considered in some other counties. Given the
current financial situation, this is unlikely to proceed. However, some schemes are undertaking GPS map-
ping projects independently.

Target: Extend supports for water leakage control, including metering, across all group water schemes supply-
ing treated water.

Action 1: Publicise evidence of reduced water wastage on metered schemes.
Action 2: Prepare an updated cost-benefit submission to the Department, arguing the case for providing grant aid

beyond schemes in DBO bundles.
Evaluation: Implemented. The Federation has widely publicised the success of metering as an essential tool in

water supply management. A submission made to government in late 2006 for the extension of sup-
ports for metering to schemes outside DBO contracts has not yet received a response.

Target: Leakage control training to be provided to all group water schemes supplying treated water.
Action 1: Assist the WSNTG in the general roll-out of the leak detection training programme.
Action 2: Facilitate training in line management to County Federations and/or DBO bundles.
Evaluation: Not yet implemented due to unavoidable delay in rolling out the WSNTG-designed course.

However, the Federation prepared a course on UFW identification and reduction. Between
September and December 2008 it was delivered to 22 schemes in Limerick, Monaghan and Clare.

Target: In association with the NRWMC, complete investigation re viability of rainwater harvesting as a substi-
tute for treated water in non-essential areas.

Action 1: Publish regular updates on the progress of the Rainwater Harvesting pilot project.
Action 2: Through the RWMC, lobby individual local authorities to pilot rainwater harvesting projects in new

housing projects as well as agricultural/business enterprises.
Evaluation: Implemented. The final report of the Rainwater Harvesting Pilot Project was released in 2008 and

is available through the NFGWS website.

Target: Highlight the need for groundwater protection.
Action 1: Initiate discussion around the issue of groundwater abstraction and on the need for regulation in this

area, with a view to avoiding the unnecessary depletion of groundwater resources.
Evaluation: The Quality Assurance system recommends that schemes procure a map of their aquifer and iden-

tify vulnerability zones along it. Besides identifying contamination pathways, schemes are encour-
aged to stress test their borewells by recording depths on a weekly basis.
Schemes are also encouraged to engage with the Water Framework Directive.

Objective 7: To assist in the development and promotion of workable strategies to protect drinking
water sources.
Target: Complete (in association with partners) the National Source Protection Pilot Project at Churchill &

Oram GWS and implement recommendations that arise from this.
Action 1: Continue active co-operation with project team.
Action 2: Produce regular updates on progress.
Action 3: Investigate the potential of bio-fuel cultivation as a means of protecting water courses
Evaluation: Being implemented. As part of Quality Assurance, schemes are advised to identify potential haz-

ards and to exclude animals from streams/rivers/lakes that provide drinking water. Consistent mon-
itoring of raw water quality is also part of the QA system.
The educational focus of the Source Protection Pilot Project was intensified in 2008 with success-
ful publication of the first of three courses for schools.

Target: Have tailored REPs scheme implemented.
Action 1: Lobby TEAGASC, the IFA, dairy co-operatives and other relevant agencies to support the introduction

of a specific scheme that will allow farmers to buy into the water protection elements of REPS.
Evaluation: A submission on this issue was made to government through the National Rural Water Services

Authority (formerly the NRWMC).

Target: Establish source protection as a key element of GWS management.
Action 1: Provide an additional training module specific to this area to be delivered to schemes in conjunction

with the delivery of the Quality Assurance system.
Evaluation: Being implemented as part of Quality Assurance. A model ‘preliminary source protection’ study

was being finalised through the Source Protection Pilot Project. This will be made available in the
first instance to group schemes in DBO projects.
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s The main plank in the strategy to achieve compliance with the drinking water quality standards since 2002

has been DBO ‘bundling’. This section provides a detailed progress report on DBO bundle projects to 31
December 2008. An up-to-date and comprehensive list of all schemes and the current status of their upgrade
plans (whether DBO bundling, connection to a public main or minor upgrade/disinfection) is available from
the NFGWS. This is updated as new information becomes available. The formation of a Task Force under
the auspices of the National Rural Water Monitoring Committee in summer 2008 had implications for
schemes in the early stages of DBO projects as well as for non-DBO schemes. Interim solutions had to be
agreed and implemented on all non-compliant schemes.

Overview
17 DBO projects to install water treatment facilities across 16 counties are at various stages of procure-
ment/construction/completion. These involve 218 formerly non-compliant group schemes, many of which
are in recently-amalgamated schemes. Taking these amalgamations into account, 151 current group schemes
incorporating 42,700 householders are involved in DBO projects, while additional households on public
schemes are also involved in some areas. The East Cavan, South West Cavan, South Leinster and
Roscommon/Leitrim projects have a cross county dimension. All but one project (Annagh GWS, an amal-
gamated scheme in County Cavan) involve bundles of schemes. In most bundles the numbers of domestic
connections has risen in recent years and this trend continued in 2008. During the year, DBO O&M con-
tracts were formally opened in Counties Galway and Limerick, while all but one of the treatment plants in
the Mayo no. 1 bundle were completed.

A start to the remaining bundles was delayed. In the case of Mayo bundle no. 2, several issues (some con-
tentious) were resolved in the course of the year and contracts were signed in November. Meanwhile,
Galway no. 2 and the Roscommon/Leitrim bundle had to go through a retendering process. This was com-
pleted in 2008, but the evaluation of tenders is continuing as we go to print. The South Leinster DBO bun-
dle that began construction in late 2006 was unfinished as of 31 December 2008, but virtually all plants were
operational in the course of 2008.

In those areas where bundles were completed, Liaison Monitoring Committees met on a quarterly basis. The
NFGWS emphasises the importance of these meetings and is represented at them.
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The official opening of the Galway DBO no. 1 bundle took place at the Kilcoona/Caherlistrane GWS treatment plant on 29 February.
Former Minister of State for Rural Water, Tony Killeen, TD (second from left) performed the opening ceremony.
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CAVAN (4 DBO Projects – 29 group water schemes – 8,496 houses)

Annagh GWS (2 group water schemes — 765 houses)
An amalgamated scheme, comprising the former Butlersbridge GWS and Redhills GWS, the DBO plant is oper-
ational since 2003 and water quality is generally good.

Cavan East (13 group water schemes – 4,087 houses)
This bundle comprises ten existing schemes, two of which are amalgamations of former non-compliant group
schemes as listed below. Four existing plants were modified and refurbished and six new plants were constructed
under the contract. Treated water was delivered by all plants during 2008. Enabling works were carried out on
Drumkeery GWS. Issues relating to raw water quality arose on several group schemes, especially Crosserlough
GWS. This is being investigated.
Reservoir refurbishment and construction works were virtually completed during the year.
The schemes involved in the East Cavan bundle are: Drumkeery GWS [an amalgamation of The Vale GWS and
Knockbride GWS], Mountainlodge GWS [an amalgamation of Turfad GWS, Tullyinshin GWS and Seeorum
GWS], Dhuish GWS, Billis/Lavey GWS, Bunnoe GWS, Kill GWS, Crosserlough GWS, Clifferna GWS and
Dernakesh GWS (all in Cavan) and Glaslough/Tyholland GWS (in Monaghan).

Cavan West (9 group water schemes – 1,647 houses)
The West Cavan DBO project comprises eight water treatment plants, seven of which supply group schemes,
including two amalgamated GWS. All plants were operational in 2008. Problems with sulphates and hardness in
Milltown GWS were addressed by sinking of a second borehole and construction of a new rising main.
Improvement works on a problematic raw water supply at Corlough GWS were substantially completed.
However, as of 31 December, the Sralaghan area of this scheme had still not been connected to the treated water
supply. Doobally GWS experienced an aluminium exceedance in the course of the year.
The group water schemes involved include: Milltown GWS, Doobally GWS, Gowlan GWS, Glangevlin GWS,
Kildallan GWS, Templeport GWS (formerly Ballymagovern GWS and Corran GWS), Corlough GWS (former-
ly Corlough GWS and Sralaghan GWS). A public scheme, Bawnboy PWS, is also in this bundle.

Cavan South West (5 group water schemes – 1,997 houses)
Five schemes bundled for this project. Four treatment plants were required, as two of the Cavan schemes amal-
gamated. All plants were operational during 2008 and compliance was generally high. The Lavagh/Ballyheelin
GWS plant was extended in 2008, while Erne Valley GWS saw the addition of a DAF plant to their facility.
The GWS involved are: Erne Valley GWS (formerly Bruskey/Killadoon GWS & Gartylough GWS), Lavagh-
Ballyheelin (Ballymachugh) GWS, Crossdoney GWS (all in County Cavan) and Kiltale GWS (County Meath).

Erne Valley GWS Manager, Mairéad Sheridan, and Chairperson, Francis Hartin with Noel Walshe of EPS at the treatment plant. A
split sample of treated water is taken monthly, with EPS and the GWS having their samples analysed by their respective laboratories.
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COUNTY CLARE (1 DBO Project – 4 group water schemes – 3,360 houses)
All four Clare DBO plants were operational in 2008. Raw water quality has remained a problem on three of the
schemes involved and the installation of DAF plants in addition to current treatment is currently under active con-
sideration on two of these schemes.
Raw water quality issues on the lake source of Killone GWS were successfully addressed through the sinking
of a borehole by the DBO contractor, EPS Ltd. Lissycasey GWS already has a borehole suppling some 60% of
its production needs and the committee is considering developing a further borehole rather than going the DAF
route. This solution would require reducing UFW levels which are very high at present, but should be significantly
reduced following completion of an ongoing universal metering contract.
While boreholes were drilled in the vicinity of the Kilmaley/Inagh GWS water treatment plant, the most promis-
ing of these (in terms of yield) proved high in iron, manganese and arsenic so that further development does not
appear to be a viable option. A proposal to erect a DAF facility has, therefore, been submitted to Clare County
Council.
A DAF solution also seems likely at Dysart/Toonagh GWS, as an intensified sampling programme has indicated
that water quality is at odds with the results of analysis during the design stage.
The bundle includes Kilmaley-Inagh GWS, Lissycasey GWS, Killone GWS and Dysart-Toonagh GWS.

COUNTY GALWAY (3 DBO Projects – 59 group water schemes – 8,619 houses)

Glinsk/Creggs (3 group water schemes – 390 houses)
A new rising main and reservoir came into operation in 2008, as did interconnecting pipework between the three
former schemes involved – Glynsk/Creggs GWS, Coalpits GWS and Tobberoe GWS. As of 31 December, some
snagging remained to be completed and the universal metering contract was ongoing. Nonetheless, treated water
was supplied to all connections, despite an understanding that this could only begin following completion of the
snagging list and of the metering project. The go-ahead in extending the treated water supply across the entire
amalgamated scheme has created difficulties for the scheme as they now have higher usage than would have been
anticipated had the works been completed. Veolia Water operates the treatment plant.

Raw water quality from lake sources across the Clare DBO bundle varies significantly from the project design report. As a result of the
variation in Ballycullinan Lough (above), source for Dysart-Toonagh GWS, a DAF treatment facility is likely to be added to the existing
plant. A similar solution is proposed for Kilmaley-Inagh GWS, while Lissycasey GWS aims to reduce UFW to improve plant capacity.
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Galway DBO bundle No. 1 (17 group water schemes – 3,242 houses)
This project was officially opened in spring 2008 by Minister of State, Tony Killen, TD. In the course of the year,
an additional scheme, Claran GWS was added to this project, in which 15 treatment plants serve 17 group
schemes. Barnarusheen GWS and Emlough GWS are being supplied with water from Cleggan/Claddaghduff PWS
treatment plant which is part of the bundle. Tobberowen/Lissybroder GWS and Kiltevna GWS share a treatment
plant. Treated water quality has been very good and DBO operator, TSSL Ltd is satisfied with progress.
Schemes involved in the Galway bundle no. 1 are: Ardrahan GWS, Ballyglass/Fiddane GWS, Barnarusheen
GWS, Brierfield GWS, Caherlistrane GWS, Claran GWS, Cloonatleva GWS, Cloonluane GWS, Emlough GWS,
Inis Meáin GWS, Kiltevna GWS, Lettergesh GWS, Lowville GWS, Milltown Community GWS, New Inn GWS,
Rhynn Killeeneen GWS and Tobberowen/Lissybroder GWS.

DBO No. 2 (39 group water schemes [following amalgamations 15 GWS] – c. 5,133 houses)
Tenders were returned on 19 December 2008 and tender evaluation is ongoing as we go to print:
Stand-alone: Ballinakill/Moyard GWS, Bullaun GWS, Abbey Kylemore GWS, Lettermullen

GWS, Menlough GWS.
Amalgamated/merged schemes:
Ballinabanaba GWS [amalgamation of Ballinabanaba GWS, Clonbrock/Pallas GWS and Doone GWS]
Ballyaneen/Rakerin GWS [amalgamation of Annagh/Rakerin GWS and Ballyaneen GWS]
Barnaderg/Gortbeg GWS [amalgamation of Barnaderg GWS and Gortbeg/Ballinstack/Doonbeg GWS]
Cappataggle & District GWS [amalgamation of Aughrim GWS, Cappataggle GWS, Carra/Carramore GWS,

Bullaun GWS, Cloghagalla GWS, Coraneena GWS, Garrymore GWS, Killalaghton
GWS, Killoran GWS, Oatfield/Mailroad GWS]

CBC GWS [amalgamation of CBC GWS and Ballyvoneen GWS]
Gallagh GWS [an amalgamation of Gallagh GWS and Sylane GWS]
Kilconieran GWS [amalgamation of Ganty GWS, Lislondoon GWS, Rathgorgin GWS, St

Clerans/Lecarrow GWS]
Kiltiernan GWS [amalgamation of Castletaylor GWS, Kiltiernan/Kilcolgan GWS, Lavallyconnor

GWS, Lisnagranchy GWS]
Lydacan GWS [amalgamation of Crannagh GWS, Ballinastag/Killamoran GWS and Ballinduff

Tullira GWS]
Peterswell/Castledaly GWS [amalgamation of Peterswell GWS and Cloughan/Castleboy GWS].

Lowville DBO treatment plant is typical of smaller water treatment facilities in Galway DBO bundle 1.



COUNTY LIMERICK (1 DBO project – 18 group water schemes – 2,790 houses)
The official launch of the O&M phase of this contract was performed by Environment Minister, John Gormley,
TD, on 28 March 2008. All 24 treatment plants, serving 18 schemes, were operational and there was general sat-
isfaction with drinking water quality. Problems have been encountered at some sites. Coshma GWS proposed to
install additional treatment to deal with manganese. A study was carried out to identify the possible
source/sources of a nitrate problem encountered by Croagh GWS. Nitrates levels were reduced on Cappagh GWS
through reducing abstraction from one of their two sources. Killeedy investigated the addition to their supply of
a borewell formerly owned by the local co-operative. There was a major focus on high UFW, as the DBO oper-
ator (EPS Ltd.) indicated that a higher charge might be applied in such situations. Bulk meter telemetry was pilot-
ed on Lough Gur GWS, with a view to general roll-out in 2009. A Cryptosporidium risk assessment was carried
out on all schemes. Group schemes involved in this project include: Baggotstown GWS, Ballinvreena GWS,
Ballybricken GWS, Ballyduff GWS, Ballyorgan GWS, Bulgaden GWS, Caherline/Newtown GWS, Cappagh
GWS, Carnane GWS, Coshma GWS, Croagh/Farradonnelly GWS, Glenroe GWS, Glenstal GWS, Granagh GWS,
Griston GWS, Kileedy GWS, Kilfinny GWS and Lough Gur GWS.

MAYO (2 DBO Projects – 39 group water schemes – 6,661 houses)

DBO No. 1 (20 group water schemes – 3,530 houses)
Earth Tech Ltd. won the contract to construct 11 new treatment plants to serve 17 group water schemes and to
upgrade two existing plants at Belderrig and Bohola. This figure increased to 12 new treatment plants, serving 20
group water schemes, with the addition of Fahy GWS (an amalgamation of Fahy/Kilmaclasser GWS and
Drumindoo GWS). By 31 December, all but one of the scheduled new treatment plants were constructed, while
work on the Glencorrib plant was ongoing. UFW was substantially reduced at Ballycroy GWS and at Killeen
GWS, allowing both plants to come into full operation. Of the two refurbished plants, that serving Bohola
failed to adequately resolve difficulties with a problematic raw water source. This scheme left the bundle and
as of 31 December connection as part of Callow Lake GWS (in bundle 2) was being actively considered.
The schemes in Mayo bundle 1 are: Ballycroy GWS (incorporating Innisbiggle GWS), Ballyglass/Carnacon GWS
(supplying Rathnacreeva GWS and Banogues/Ballintubber GWS), Belderrig GWS, Brackloon/Spaddagh GWS,
Drummin GWS, Fahy GWS (an amalgamation of Fahy/Kilmaclasser GWS and Drumindoo GWS), Glencorrib
GWS, Glenhest GWS, Killeen GWS, Kilmeena GWS, Kilmovee/Urlaur GWS (supplying Tavneena GWS, Glann
GWS and Lurga GWS), Laghta GWS and Lough Mask/Creevagh GWS.
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Bernard McInerny of EPS Ltd with a sample of the Potassium Permanganate used to treat manganese in the raw water supply at
Bulgaden GWS, County Limerick. Coshma GWS is proposing similar treatment for manganese in its supply.
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DBO No. 2 (19 group water schemes [following amalgamations 9 GWS] – 2,874 houses)
The tendering process for this project was finalised in 2007 and the contract was awarded to TSSL Ltd. However,
delays in planning approval and the resolution of several local difficulties seriously delayed a start-up to construction.
O&M contracts were finally signed by all schemes on 21 November 2008. 9 treatment plants will serve 18
schemes, several of which have amalgamated.
Advance works contracts, including construction of interconnecting pipework between amalgamating schemes, con-
tinued across several schemes, while metering contracts were concluded on most schemes.
Treatment plants are to be provided at Sraheens GWS, Curraghmore GWS and Cloonmore/Rooskey GWS. There
are two groups of four former schemes each, the first, Nephin Valley GWS (comprising the amalgamated Lahardane
GWS, Rathkell GWS, Derryhillagh GWS and Bofeenaun GWS), the other, PBKS GWS (comprising the amalga-
mated Ballyvary GWS, Keelogues GWS, Prizon/Lisnolan GWS and Straide GWS). Plants will also be provided
to the following amalgamated schemes: Moylaw GWS (comprising the amalgamated Eskeragh GWS and
Pulladoohey GWS); Callow Lake GWS (comprising the amalgamated Callow GWS, Meelick GWS – and possibly
Bohola GWS) and Clew Bay GWS (comprising the amalgamated Cuilmore GWS and Burrishoole GWS).

COUNTY MONAGHAN (1 DBO Project – 10 group water schemes – 5,708 houses)
This project was a national pilot comprising 13 schemes, including 3 small public schemes. In terms of group
schemes, it involved construction of eight new DAF treatment plants and upgrading of two existing plants, one of
which [Farmoyle/Barraghy GWS] continues to be operated independently. All plants within the bundle have been
operational since 2006 at latest and water quality has been maintained at a high level, but periodic exceedances
have been recorded on several schemes.
All schemes in this bundle have completed the three main training programmes available through the NFGWS,
including Quality Assurance training.
The group water schemes involved in this project at present are: Aughnashalvey GWS, Churchill & Oram GWS,
Corduff/Corracharra GWS, Doohamlet GWS, Drumgole GWS, Killanny/Reaghstown GWS, Stranooden GWS,
Truagh GWS and Tydavnet GWS.

COUNTY ROSCOMMON/LEITRIM (2 DBO Projects – 28 group water schemes – 2,055 houses)

DBO Bundle (25 group water schemes [8 following amalgamations of GWS] – 1,670 houses)
This contract went to retender in 2008, with final tenders returned by 19 December. The contract includes an
amalgamated Leitrim scheme (Sliabh an Iarann GWS, comprising the former Aughnasheelin, Miskaun and
Mullaghgarve group water schemes). Contracts were signed for the laying of interconnecting pipework between

Glenhest DBO treatment plant, County Mayo, built as part of DBO bundle 1.
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Castletown GWS DBO treatment plant and reservoir is located on the lower slopes of Ben Bulben, County Sligo.

amalgamated schemes within the bundle, with work scheduled to start in 2009. Brusna GWS left the bundle, while
Derrincartha GWS opted to connect to a public main after testing for a suitable water source proved unsuccess-
ful. The contract now includes: Sliabh an Iarann GWS [an amalgamation of Aughnasheelin, Miskaun and
Mullaghgarve/Aughacashel], Peake/Mantua GWS, Gorthaganny GWS, Mid Roscommon GWS [an amalgama-
tion of Ardkeenagh GWS, Ballinderry/Rathmore/Castlemine GWS, Carnalasson/Caggle GWS,
Carrowcrim/Hollywell GWS, Derrane/Coolteigue GWS, Derryphatten GWS, Grange/Four Mile House GWS,
Grange Lower GWS, Ogulla GWS and Shadlough GWS], Corracreigh GWS [an amalgamation of
Annaghmore/Corraslira GWS, Clooncullane/Clooncunny GWS, Clooneyquinn GWS, Rathcroaghan/Tulsk GWS]
and Oran Ballintubber GWS [an amalgamation of Ballymacurley/Kiltultogue GWS, Carrane/Ballintubber GWS,
Clooneygrasson GWS, Corristoona GWS, Donamon GWS and Rathcarren GWS].

Pollacat Springs GWS DBO (3 group water schemes – 385 houses)
The treatment plant was constructed several years ago, but there was considerable upgrade work in recent years.
The refurbished plant and other infrastructure came into full operation in 2008. The scheme has achieved a sub-
stantial reduction in UFW, contributing to the success of the project.

COUNTY SLIGO (2 DBO Projects – 11 group water schemes – 1,990 houses)
Both the Sligo South East and Sligo North West bundles were fully operational in 2008. Boil notices that had
remained on a number of schemes despite the operation of the DBO plants since 2006 in place were successful-
ly addressed as part of the work of the Task Force established in summer 2008 under the National Rural Water
Monitoring Committee.

Sligo South East (5 group water schemes – 1,292 houses)
This includes Geevagh/Highwood GWS, Castlebaldwin GWS, Keash GWS, Culfadda GWS and Corrick GWS.

Sligo North West (6 Group Schemes – 698 houses)
The schemes involved are: Drum East GWS, Ben Bulben GWS, Ballintrillick GWS, Castletown GWS,
Keelogyboy GWS and Beltra GWS.
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SOUTH LEINSTER (1 DBO project – 20 GWS) [18 following amalgamations] – 3,132 houses
In addition to 20 group schemes, this bundle includes 16 public water schemes. Contracts with EPS were signed in
May 2006 but construction is well behind schedule. Nonetheless, most treatment plants were providing treated
water in 2008, but several Taking Over Certificates had yet to be issued, due to outstanding works requiring com-
pletion. There were setbacks in Ballinagate GWS (where the chlorine dosing pump went down, resulting in an
exceedance and imposition of a boil notice) and on St Mullins Parish GWS (where unusually high colour follow-
ing heavy rain resulted in the addition of a DAF plant).
By 31 December, civil works had been virtually completed at all sites, with the exception of Usk/Gormanstown
plant and on the site of St Mullins Parish treatment plant:
Carlow (2 schemes) – Ballinabranna GWS, Glynn/St Mullins GWS
Kildare (1 scheme) – Usk/Gormanstown GWS
Kilkenny (5 schemes) – Ballycallen GWS, Castleinch GWS, Castlewarren GWS, Cuffesgrange GWS,

Clifden GWS
Laois (3 schemes) – Ballacolla GWS, Ballypickas GWS and Donaghmore GWS;
Wexford (5 schemes) – Blackstairs GWS [including Templeudigan GWS from 1 January 2006],

Borrmount GWS, Kilanerin GWS and Mullawn GWS;
Wicklow (4 schemes) – Askanagap GWS, Ballinagate GWS, Baltyboys GWS [including Humphreystown

GWS]

St Mullins Parish DBO treatment plant. On the left foreground is the DAF plant that was added in 2008 when heavy rain resulted in
high colour in the raw water supply.
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Extensive network upgrades were a fea-
ture of the Rural Water Programme in
county Galway in 2008. This photograph
was taken in Conamara in August.
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Connacht Region
GALWAY
County Galway was granted €25.7 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €18 million was for DBO con-
struction, €3 million for connection to public mains, €2 million for takeover of schemes, €.9 million for GWS
upgrading work, €1 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
Advance works were finally completed on the first DBO bundle
Although the DBO contract proper will only start in 2009, substantial advance works were completed on most
participating schemes in the course of 2008. There are seven such contracts in all, as follows.
Contract 1: Site investigations, completed.
Contract 2: Installation of a rising main, reservoir and meter boxes on Glinsk/Creggs GWS and 36,700m of
water mains and meter boxes on Cappataggle GWS, was well advanced by 31 December. Tie-ins and meter box
installation remained to be finished.
Contract 3: Installation of 48km of piping on Caltra/Castleblakeney/Ballymacward (CBC) GWS. All
pipework was completed, and consumer box installation was virtually completed.
Contract 4: Laying of 43,300m of pipes on Ballinakill Moyard GWS, Loch Hibirt [Leitir Mealláin] GWS,
Clonbur GWS,Corr naMóna GWS,Kilconieron GWS, Barnaderg GWS,Gallagh GWS and Bullaun GWS
was ongoing in 2008, with meter box installation due to begin in 2009.
Contract 5: Includes the laying of 34,900 metres of watermains on Lydacan GWS, Ballyaneen Rakerin GWS,
Abbey Kylemore GWS, Peterswell Castledaly GWS and Kiltiernan GWS. This contract had still not gone to
tender as of 31 December.
Contract 6: 23,000m of pipelaying at Menlough GWS. The tender was awarded in November 2008, with work
to commence in 2009.
Contract 7: Installation of pipework on the amalgamated Ballinabranna GWS. This project had not gone to ten-
der at the end of 2008.
The following schemes were either
connected to public mains, or in the
process of being connected, in the
course of 2008:
Annaghadown GWS,
Ballinlass GWS,
Caherdine/Caherdeevane GWS,
Carnaun/Castle Ellen GWS,
Cartymore GWS,
Cloonlahan/Claremadden GWS,
Curry/Pollinore GWS,
Glann GWS,
Kilbannon GWS,
Kilconly GWS.

The schemes listed were either
taken-in-charge, or in the process of
being taken-in-charge, in the course
of 2008:
Foreglass/Dolan GWS,
Garrafrauns GWS,
Grange (Claregalway) GWS,
Knockbrack GWS,
Moy GWS,
Palmerstown GWS,
Parkroe GWS,
Ratesh/Ardour GWS.
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LEITRIM
County Leitrim was allocated €6.55 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €.45 million was for DBO con-
struction, €1.1 million for connection to public mains, €3 million for takeover of schemes, €.9 million for GWS
upgrading work, €.3 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
The contract to connect Ballinagleragh GWS to the North Leitrim Regional Supply was completed, but apart
from this we have received no details of upgrades nor of expenditure on group water schemes in Leitrim during
2008.

MAYO
County Mayo was allocated€16.185 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum€10.5 million was for DBO con-
struction, €.585 million for connection to public mains, €2 million for takeover of schemes, €1.5 million for GWS
upgrading work, €.8 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
The installation of drum filters on Killeen GWS and Ballycroy GWS respectively helped address raw water qual-
ity issues, while critical mains replacement contracts helped resolve difficulties with unaccounted for water on both
schemes. This allowed both DBO plants to come into operation, although UFW issues remained to be resolved on
the Inisbiggle section of the Ballycroy network.
Advance works contracts were largely completed on DBO bundle 2.
Schemes connected or being connected to public mains in the course of the year included Sraheens
(Aughagower) GWS and Coogue GWS, Larganboy GWS andHolywell GWS connected to Ballyhaunis PWS.
Work on Carra GWS and Bofield GWS was advanced in 2008. These are to connect to Ballina RWSS.
Upgrading of Keenagh GWS (Ballacorick) was completed in 2008 and it was connected to Erris Regional Water
Supply. Upgrading was also carried out on Drum-Binghamstown GWS and Killaturley GWS.
Logboy GWS and Cregduff GWS were due to start upgrades also, while Derrycorrib/Doohoma GWS was
brought to tender stage.
Following evaluation by the Water Quality National Task Force, temporary treatment was installed on a number
of schemes. In particular, chlorination was installed on Cushin GWS, Cullentragh/Knockroe GWS,
Currykirwan GWS,Mayo Abbey GWS and Rossport GWS.
Several schemes in the DBO bundles were also targeted for installation of UV and chlorination in advance of their
more substantial upgrades. These included Callow GWS, Cloonmore/Rooskey GWS, Pulladoohey GWS and
Straide GWS.

In recent years, much of the focus in Leitrim has been on developing the North Leitrim Regional Supply.
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The signing of contracts for interconnecting pipework on the amalgamated Corracreigh GWS, County Roscommon. Advance works
across the Roscommon/Leitrim DBO bundle are due to commence in early 2009.

ROSCOMMON
County Roscommon was allocated €7,864,900 under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €6.25 million was for DBO
construction,€.5 million for connection to public mains,€239,400 for takeover of schemes,€75,500 for new schemes
and €.8 million for small public schemes.
Contractors were selected for the interconnecting pipework within amalgamated schemes. This work was due
to start in early 2009.
Interconnecting pipework between Camlin Ballinameen GWS and Cavetown Lake PWS was completed. Prior
to connection, a major cleaning of the Camlin Ballinameen distribution network greatly improved water quality
to members. Tartan/Scurmore GWS will connect to the same supply in 2009 via Camlin Ballinameen.
A major upgrade was completed on Pollacat Springs GWS. This included construction of a new reservoir and
works to reduce high UFW on the distribution network. As a result, daily demand has been significantly reduced.

SLIGO
County Sligo was allocated €2.155 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €405,000 was for takeover of
schemes, €.65 million for GWS upgrading work, €.3 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public
schemes.
A 10km mains replacement contract was completed on Keash GWS, while additional treatment equipment was
installed in both the Corick GWS and Keash treatment plants to address spikes in colour in their raw water supplies.
Works valued at €1.435 million were completed on a new publicly-sourced scheme serving 85 households in
Glackbaun, Calry.
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Leinster Region
CARLOW
County Carlow was allocated €5.25 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €4 million was for DBO
construction, €.45 million was for takeover of group schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
Ballinabranna GWS benefitted from a distribution mains upgrade in 2008, with positive results in terms of
reducing UFW. This work included the replacement of critical mains to improve supply and pressure and the link-
ing of two sections of the scheme that were previously fed from different sources.
The universal metering contract was completed on St Mullins Parish GWS.

KILDARE
County Kildare was allocated €1,886,500 under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €80,000 was for DBO construc-
tion, €256,500 for takeover of schemes, €.75 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
There was substantial work under the takeover allocation in 2008, with Silliot Hill GWS, Blackrath GWS
and Clongorey GWS being taken in charge.
Contracts for the proposed publicly-sourcedMountprospect/Clonbrin GWS were signed in 2008, with work
to start in 2009.

KILKENNY
County Kilkenny was allocated €1,390,300 under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €39,000 was for DBO construc-
tion, €86,000 for takeover of schemes, €.45 million for GWS upgrading work, €15,300 for new schemes and €.8
million for small public schemes.
As part of DBO advance works, improvement works were carried out on Ballycallan GWS reservoir.
Cuffesgrange GWS completed its universal metering contract, as did Castleinch GWS and Ballycallan GWS.
Coolagh/Caherlisk GWS has been replacing its distribution network mains over several years and this work con-
tinued in 2008.
Annamult GWS replaced sections of its pipework, while further small projects were carried out on several other
schemes.
The County Council carried out a survey of schemes that come under the Regulations to determine their upgrade
needs. As a result, duty and standby chlorination and other water safety initiatives were advanced on some
schemes. A Nitrates Report was also being prepared in 2008 and the recommendations are expected soon.
Digital mapping on all schemes in the county was progressed as part of an initiative by Kilkenny County Council.

LAOIS
County Laois was allocated €3.2 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €.8 million was for DBO construc-
tion, €.55 million for takeover of schemes, €.6 million for GWS upgrading work, €.45 million for new schemes and
€.8 million for small public schemes.
There were delays in getting projects to tender due to the new conditions of contract (fixed price tendering) that
came into force in 2008.
Pipeline upgrade works began on Ballacolla GWS distribution network. These works include the amalgamation
of Ballacolla with Killeaney GWS.
Construction of the DBO treatment plants for Donaghmore GWS and Ballypickas GWSwas completed in 2008.
Attanagh GWS was connected to a temporary public supply. It is planned to connect the scheme to the
Ballinakill/Durrow PWS as part of a taking-in-charge by Laois County Council.

LONGFORD
County Longford was allocated €1.737 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €27,000 was for connection
to public mains, €.36 million for takeover of schemes, €.45 million for new schemes and €.9 million for small pub-
lic schemes.
Longford was badly hit by the withdrawal of CLÁR funding from upgrades to publicly-sourced schemes. This
meant that proposed new schemes were not viable.
The council has 29 schemes awaiting taking-in-charge, most of which are described as ‘orphan schemes’ and
have, therefore, been more difficult to progress.
Longford only has four privately-sourced schemes and upgrades on these were largely completed in recent years.
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The laying of a new rising main as part of an emergency upgrade works on Mount Lucas GWS, County Offaly.

LOUTH
County Louth was allocated €1.011 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €62,000 was for takeover of
schemes, €106,000 million for GWS upgrading work, €43,000 for new schemes and €.8 million for small public
schemes.
Phase 2 of upgrade works on Sheepgrange GWS were completed in 2008. These works included replacement of
undersized watermains in the northern end of the network and the drilling and subsequent commissioning of a
second borehole at the new supply source. The total estimated cost of the works (Phase 1 & Phase 2) was almost
€372,000. Phase 3 of this contract – constructing a new reservoir is scheduled to start in 2009.
The taking-in-charge of Glack GWS and Shanlis GWS was completed in 2008, while Tinure GWS began the
process of taking-in-charge.
Undersink units were supplied to two small schemes – Ardaghy GWS and Ravensdale GWS – both of which
fall just below the Regulations in terms of the volume of water supplied.
An action plan submitted by Ballymakenny GWS is currently being considered. The scheme received a direction
from Louth County Council following coliform failures. Changes to regulate their dosing system may be sufficient.

MEATH
County Meath was allocated €2,760,500 under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €1.44 million was for DBO con-
struction,€.3 million for GWS upgrading work,€220,500 for new schemes and€.8 million for small public schemes.
There does not appear to have been any expenditure under the Rural Water Programme on the two privately-
sourced schemes in this county in 2008.
Plans for a major upgrade ofMeath Hill GWS were finalised as long ago as 2007, but despite an allocation for
GWS upgrades, this essential work did not go ahead. The plan includes improvements to the network and to the
pump and borehole, as well as leak detection works and upgrading the reservoir.
Similarly, a contract for bulk metering on Kiltale GWS had not started as of 31 December.

OFFALY
Offaly was allocated €2.263 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €63,000 was for takeover of schemes,
€.5 million for GWS upgrading work, €.9 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
Rath GWS laid 22 km of water mains in 2008, while Ballyboy GWS laid 5 kms.
Upgrading works were also completed on Tubber GWS, Clareen GWS, Bracknagh GWS, Ballykilleen GWS
and Killeigh GWS.
The contract was awarded to connect Ballycommon GWS supply to a public main. Subject to CLÁR funding, a
further scheme, Kilclonfert GWS will be connected to the same supply via a link to Ballycommon.
Emergency works – including source protection and the laying of a new rising main – were completed onMount
Lucas GWS to deal with microbiological exceedances. Similar emergency works were completed on Boher-
Leamonaghan GWS.
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WESTMEATH
Westmeath was allocated €3.328 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €1.8 million was for DBO con-
struction, €128,000 was for takeover of schemes, €100,000 for GWS upgrading work, €.5 million for new schemes
and €.8 million for small public schemes.
MultyfarnhamGWS completed phase one on an upgrade aimed at conserving water on the scheme. Telemetric bulk
meters were installed on branches of the network as part of this first phase works.

WEXFORD
Wexford was allocated€2.37 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum€.57 million was for DBO construction,
€.9 million for takeover of schemes, €100,000 for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
As part of the Task Force drive to address non-compliance in the short term, disinfection was installed on
Ballymoney GWS in advance of taking-in-charge.
Kilanerin GWS completed metering in 2008. Upgrade works on Askamore GWS and Monamolin GWS dis-
tribution networks in advance of taking-in-charge by the county council were virtually completed by 31
December. Blackstairs GWS did upgrading work on their distribution network, with further works to be com-
pleted on their reservoir and storage tanks in 2009.

WICKLOW
Wicklow was allocated €2,664,800 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €.55 million was for DBO con-
struction,€.9 million for connection to public mains,€270,000 for takeover of schemes, €200,000 for GWS upgrad-
ing work, €7,800 for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
TheManor Kilbride GWS/Oldcourt GWS pipeline was replaced as part of phase 1 of an upgrade that will see
these schemes being taken-in-charge. Phase 2 of the pipeline, to include theHempstown GWS and Tinode GWS
was scheduled to go to tender in 2009.
Works on Kilacloran GWS were completed in 2008 and the scheme was taken-in-charge.
As part of the Task Force recommendation, disinfection was installed in Cornagower GWS and Blainroe GWS.
Both schemes are due to be taken-in-charge, but as this must await the extension of the Wicklow Regional
Scheme, it is likely to take several more years, at least.

Installation of telemetric bulk meters under phase 1 of an upgrade on Multyfarnham GWS, County Westmeath, is part of a wider
effort to reduce daily demand on the scheme.
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Munster Region
CLARE
County Clare was allocated €5.5 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €1.5 million was for DBO con-
struction,€1.3 million for takeover of schemes,€.85 million for GWS upgrading work,€.95 million for new schemes
and €.9 million for small public schemes.
After a long wait, the metering project on Lissycasey GWS got underway in late 2008 with Gerard Power securing
the contract. Scheme chairperson, Stan Smyth, was an early advocate of universal metering as an essential part of
water distribution management, particularly for schemes entering DBO contracts. Universal metering was virtually
completed on Killone GWS.
Kilnaboy GWS upgrade was virtually completed, but a new contractor had to be brought in to finish the contract,
thus delaying it by several months. This upgrade incorporates 22 km of pipeline, a new reservoir and new pumps.
A 24 km pipeline contract was completed on the publicly-sourced Cahersherkin/Ballagh GWS.
The Rural Water Monitoring Committee did not meet in 2008, so it has been difficult to get a sense of Rural Water
Programme expenditure across the county.

CORK NORTH
County Cork North was allocated €2.65 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €90,000 was for takeover of
schemes, €.6 million for GWS upgrading work, €.35 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public
schemes.
Kilally/Ballinrush GWS upgrade was completed in 2008. This 2-year contract included the installation of dis-
infection, construction of a new reservoir, replacement of the distribution network and universal metering.
Tankardstown GWS treatment plant was commissioned in 2008, but problems at the source proved a major set-
back. The scheme had to revert back to their original source.
Some 3km of water main were laid on Ballycarney (Carriganleigh) GWS in advance of taking-in-charge. There
was mains replacement work completed on Graigue GWS also.

CORK SOUTH
Cork South was allocated €1.6 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €.675 million was for takeover of
schemes, €125,000 for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
Construction on Ballykilty GWS and on Ballyglass GWS prior to taking-in-charge was completed in 2008.
Walterstown GWS also completed an upgrade, resizing pipes through their treatment plant.
Anticipated expenditure on Clonmult GWS, Clonpriest/Ballymadog GWS andGortroe GWS did not proceed as
the schemes have yet to agree to a sustainable upgrade solution.
Gaggin GWSwas disbanded in the course of 2008 and the supply is being operated and maintained by Bandon area
office of the local authority. Kilvoultra GWS was taken-in-charge.

Treated water testing as part of implementing the Quality Assurance system on Kilmaley-Inagh GWS. Three schemes in the county
completed QA training at the beginning of 2008.
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CORK WEST
Cork West was allocated €1.4 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €.6 million was for new schemes and
€.8 million for small public schemes.
The majority of works in connection with the taking-in-charge of Ballingeary GWS and Caheragh GWS were
completed in 2008. Formal taking-in-charge was delayed, however, because of issues relating to the transfer of land.

KERRY
Kerry was allocated €2.6 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €1 million was for takeover of schemes,
€.3 million for GWS upgrading work, €.5 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
Pipeline replacement was completed on Tuosist GWS prior to taking-in-charge. However, further works are
required in 2009 in relation to the treatment plant which will be operated by the local authority. This work will
depend on funding being available.
Upgrade works on Bonane GWS included replacement of a section of pipework and installation of new valves.
Some€200,000 was spent improving the intake and upgrading the distribution network on Lougher GWS. The dis-
infection system was also upgraded as part of this contract.
A 200-house publicly-sourced scheme, Coolick GWS, was upgraded at a cost of €400,000 prior to being taken-in-
charge

LIMERICK
Limerick was allocated €4.786 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €1 million was for DBO construc-
tion,€1.5 million for takeover of schemes,€1.4 million for GWS upgrading work,€86,000 for new schemes and€.8
million for small public schemes.
Much of the upgrading work in Limerick focused on reducing UFW. The bulk of network replacement/metering
works were completed on Cappagh GWS, Carnane GWS,Glenstal GWS, Kilfinny GWS andKilleady GWS,
while Granagh GWS completed its upgrade. Work on replacing 2.5km of critical mains on Ballyorgan GWS is
expected to commence in 2009, as is the universal metering contract on Baggotstown GWS.
A survey commissioned by the county council looked at 110 publicly-sourced group schemes to see what would
be required to have them taken-in-charge. Work began in 2008 on a number of privately-sourced schemes being
taken-in-charge. These include Inch St Lawrence GWS, Greenane GWS, Knockea GWS and Mountdavid
GWS. Meanwhile, Ballysteen GWS was connected to a public supply.
A pilot telemetric bulk metering project was successfully rolled out on Lough Gur GWS and this should be
extended to other schemes in 2009.
A Cryptosporidium risk assessment was conducted on all schemes in the DBO bundle.

Lough Gur GWS committee members pictured at the official opening of their DBO treatment plant in March.
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TIPPERARY NORTH
Tipperary North was allocated€2.43 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum€.99 million was for DBO con-
struction, €100,000 for takeover of schemes, €90,000 for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
Either chlorination or UV or both were installed on eleven group schemes in 2008. These include Barnane GWS,
Cunnahurt/Knockalton GWS, Mota/Coolbawn GWS, Garrynamona GWS, Tinvoher GWS, Fantane
GWS, Graigue/Pouldine GWS, Lisheennacloonta GWS, Newhill/Leigh GWS, Tonagha/Drish/Galboola
GWS, Rathvalla GWS and Ardcroney GWS.
The major first phase upgrade of Drumbane/Upperchurch GWS was completed in 2008, while works also got
underway on Cobbs GWS.
Kilbarron GWS completed work on replacing a large section of distribution mains, while upgrades were also
progressed on Knock GWS and Roran GWS. The contract began on replacing more than 2km of network as the
first phase of an upgrade on Carrigahorig/Milford GWS. Upgrade works in advance of the taking-in-charge of
Gurtagarry GWS also commenced in 2008.

TIPPERARY SOUTH
South Tipperary was allocated €1.038 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €190,000 was for takeover of
schemes, €26,000 for GWS upgrading work, €22,000 for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
There are only three privately-sourced group water schemes in this local authority area – Inchirourke GWS,
Kilcoran/New Burgess GWS and Toor Kilcash GWS. In 2008 work continued on Toor Kilcash GWS in
advance of the scheme’s being taken-in-charge.

WATERFORD
Waterford was allocated €1.02 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €20,000 was for GWS upgrading
work, €100,000 for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
In 2008 there were four privately-sourced GWS in Waterford. Disinfection was installed and other remedial works
virtually completed onMoonminane GWS, while plans to install UV and pH adjustment on Ballydurn GWS were
finalised, with work expected to begin early in 2009. Construction began on Ballymacaw GWS prior to taking-in-
charge.
Ross/Kildarmody GWS was temporarily taken-in-charge by Waterford County Council under Section 91 of the
Water Services Act.

Northern Region
CAVAN
County Cavan was allocated €5.35 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €2.8 million was for the com-
pletion of DBO construction contracts, €.2 million for takeover of group schemes, €.65 million for GWS upgrad-
ing work, €.9 million for new schemes and €.8 million for small public schemes.
As in recent years, the priority in Cavan during 2008 was the extension of the treated water network to previous-
ly unserviced parts of the county. The combined total of €1.55 million under the GWS upgrade heading and new
scheme heading was spent. The three main extensions progressed in 2008 were on Poles GWS, Annagh GWS
and Derryvoney GWS. Both Poles and Derryvoney are publicly sourced schemes.
There was no spend under the €.2 million ‘takeover’ allocation. Whereas in other years, this sum could have been
reallocated to meet shortfalls in other areas of expenditure, this was not possible under last year’s allocation.
Cryptosporidium risk assessments were completed on group water schemes across the county in 2008.

DONEGAL
County Donegal was allocated €6.47 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €4.5 million was for takeover
of schemes, €.36 million for GWS upgrading work, €.36 million for new schemes and €1.25 million for small pub-
lic schemes.
While the overall upgrade strategy in Donegal envisages the taking-in-charge of non-compliant group water
schemes, three schemes will remain privately-sourced. Of these, Bunn GWS proceeded with the construction of
an additional treated water reservoir in 2008. The scheme hopes to move forward with the installation of univer-
sal metering in the period ahead.
Both Townawilly GWS in the south Donegal area and Comharchumann Uisce An Earagail Teoranta in the
Dún Lúiche area of West Donegal were the focus of detailed reports to assess the feasibility of their moving ahead
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with independent upgrades. These reports were submitted in autumn, by which time the Task Force established
under the NRWMC had identified both schemes as requiring interim measures to deal with bacteriological non-
compliance.
Townawilly has since moved ahead with installation of media filtration, chlorination and UV. In the case of
Comharchumann Uisce an Eargail Teo., before progressing the wider upgrade there is a need to install treatment
on Meenabool GWS (from which the wider GWS will take its water). As of 31 December, this has not pro-
gressed. Chlorine tablets are being used at present to disinfect the meenabool supply.

MONAGHAN
County Monaghan was allocated €3.84 million under the RWP in 2008, of which sum €.45 million was for DBO
construction, €63,000 for takeover of schemes, €.5 million for GWS upgrading work, €.9 million for new schemes
and €.8 million for small public schemes.
The fact that less than €855,000 was actually spent under the various GWS upgrade headings was a blow to sev-
eral schemes that had planned to complete a range of projects. Through no fault of the schemes involved, detailed
proposals in respect of these projects were only submitted in early November, allowing insufficient time for the
necessary evaluation process by Monaghan County Council.
Upgrades works onAughnashalvey GWS andDoohamlet GWS did not go ahead as planned, despite being bud-
geted for under the 2008 RWP. Although not included in the estimate for 2008, it had been hoped that upgrades
on Churchill & Oram GWS and Magheracloone GWS would also go ahead last year, but no monies were
drawn down on either of these.
A major upgrade and extension on Drumgole GWS did proceed. While CLÁR funding towards this project was
on a knife-edge for several months, some behind-the-scenes lobbying by the NFGWS meant that common sense
prevailed and the committee got the financial backing to which they were entitled.
Substantial work on replacing meters and valves and other network improvements was also completed on
Corduff/Corracharra GWS, Truagh GWS and Tydavnet GWS.
Construction on the publicly-sourced Tattyreagh North GWS was completed.
Monaghan GWS Federation with the support of the County Rural Water Monitoring Committee and Ballybay
Wetland Centre completed the first phase of installing a dedicated leakage detection/network maintenance train-
ing facility.

Townawilly GWS committee members met Des Joyce and P. J. Cullivan of Bluehills Consulting to review a detailed report on the
scheme’s upgrade proposals. The committee has since moved to install interim measures pending approval of the wider upgrade.
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CARLOW
Ballinabranna (4971R)
St. Mullins Parish (5165R)

CAVAN
Annagh (5134R)
Ballymachugh (3470R)
Billis (3597R)
Bunnoe (3877R)
Castlerahan/Mountnugent/
Munterconnacht (5225R)
Clifferna (3364R)
Corlough (5291R)
Crossdoney (3742R)
Crosserlough (3628R)
Currin (5371R)
Dernakesh (3672R)
Derryvony (5390R)
Doobally (5336R)
Drumkeery (5178R)
Edermin (5410R)
Erne Valley (5377R)
Farmoyle/Barraghy (see Monaghan)
Glangevlin (5084R)
Gowlan (5125R)
Kildallon (3733R)
Killinkere Cross (5222R)
Kilsherdany (5035R)
L.B.B.T (5395R)
Milltown (3673R)
Mountain Lodge (3608R)
Poles (5424R)
Portruan (5429R)
Quivvy (5369R)
Vale (3544R)
West Cavan Alliance (5361R)

CLARE
Cahersherkin (3748R)
Cloughan, Ballinhaun (5447R)
Cree Clonina (5274R)
Dysert & Toonagh (3679R)
Feighroe (Kilmaley/Inagh) (3349R)
Killone (3979R)
Leitrim/Shyan/Clonreddan (4962R)
Lissycasey (3348R)
Raheen (5233R)

CORK
Ahiohill (5392R)
Ballinguyroe & Tankardstown (5204R)
Carriganleigh (5105R)
Carrignadoura/Cahir (5334R)
Clonpriest/Ballymadog (5282R)
Curraglass, The (5330R)
Farran (5287R)
Kilally (5096R)
Sheanbeg (5492R)
Shrove-Knockrour (5459R)
Walterstown (5246R)

DONEGAL
Bunn (5110R)
Glenfin (3386R)
Townawilly (5416R)

GALWAY
Anbally & District (5255R)
Annaghdown (4970R)
Ardour/Ratesh (4997R)
Ballinabanaba (5443R)
Ballinakill (5086R)
Ballyaneen/Rakerin (5437R)*
Ballyglass/Fiddane (5231R)
Barnaberg/Gortbeg (5448R)*
Belclare (4932R)
Boyounagh-Ballyedmond (3334R)
Brierfield (5169R)
Bullaun (5253R)
Caherdine/Caherdevane (4990R)
Caherlistrane (3662R)
Cappataggle (5445R)*
Carraghy (5205R)
Carras (4938R)
Carrowmoreknock (5161R)
Castletaylor (5315R)
CBC (5307R)*
Claran (5069R)
Cloonascragh/Cloonadarone (5465R)
Cloonkeen/Toomard (5251R)
Cloonatleva (5160R)
Cloonluane (5047R)
Cloonmore/Killilane (5391R)
Coalpits (5351R)
Corohan (5413R)
Derrygimla (5344R)
Derrydonnell (5271R)

Feigh East/West (5007R)
Glinsk Creggs (3606R)*
Gortanuera (5342R)
Gallagh (3325R)
Grange (5298R)
Gurteen/Cloonmore (5309R)
Kilbannon (5009R)
Kilconieron (5446R)*
Kilconly (5108R)
Kilrickle (5454R)
Kiltevna (5135R)
Kiltiernan (5327R)*
Knockmaskehill (5144R)
Kylemore-Abbey (5163R)
Lettergesh/Mullaghgloss (5335R)
Lisheenavalla & District (5000R)
Loggawannia (5019R)
Lowville (5278R)
Lydacan (5423R)
Menlough/Skehana (3316R)
Milltown Community (5201R)
Moyglass (5220R)
Mullacuttera & District (5006R)
Peterswell Castledaly (5475R)*
Rinn/Killeeneen (5293R)
Slievefinn/Cregg (5219R)
Toberowen/Lissybroder (5373R)
Toberroe (5062R)

KERRY
Asdee (5248R)
Ballintorman (5292R)
Bonane (4975R)

KILDARE
Ballinafagh (5427R)
Barrowhouse (5016R)
Eadestown (5409R)
Kilmead (5411R)
Kilteel (5213R)
Ladychapel (5419R)

KILKENNY
Ashglen/Ballydonnell (5489R)
Annamult Ennisnag (5468R)
Balief/Clomantagh (5484R)
Ballycallan Muintir (3859R)
Ballymac (5117R)
Ballyreddin (5451R)

Appendix
GWS registered as co-operatives to 31 December 2008
Those in bold were registered in 2008 Those marked with an asterix * are amalgamated co-operatives.
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Bawnmore (4989R)
Caherleske, Coolagh (4960R)
Castlewarren (5071R)
Clifden (5311R)
Cuffes Grange (5010R)
Graine (4924R)
Kilree (5314R)
Kilrush (5297R)
Lacken Rathmoyle (5027R)
Newtown (5183R)
Tubrid Lower (5157R)
Windgap (4973R)

LAOIS
Ballacolla (5101R)
Ballybrophy (5280R)
Ballypickas (5264R)
Clonkeen (5318R)
Cullohill (3533R)
Donaghmore (5257R)
Errill (5386R)
Rock, The (5290R)

LEITRIM
Ardagh/Rooskey (5333R)
Ardvoley-Killavoggy (5176R)
Aughawillan (3666R)
Aughnasheelin (5263R)
Ballinaglera (5237R)
Carrigallen (3730R)
Cornashamsog (5493R)
Corrawallen (5186R)
Creevelea/Killargue (5152R)
Fearglass (5153R)
Glenboy/Glenfarne (5276R)
Glencar (5175R)
Gortconnellan (5199R)
Gortletteragh (5177R)
Gortnaragh, Drumgowla (5269R)
Gorvagh Drumlowan (5209R)
Killoman (5061R)
Leckaun (5256R)
Loughside (5195R)
School Road/Black Road (5422R)
Sliabh an Iarainn (5456R)
Tarmon (5200R)
Tawneyfeakle (5294R)

LIMERICK
Baggotstown (4436R)
Baile Nua (5473R)
Ballintubber Lower (5485R)
Ballinvreena (5098R)
Ballybricken (4652R)

Ballyduff (5362R)
Ballyorgan (5304R)
Barnagh-Glendarrough (5211R)
Bulgaden (5261R)
Caherline/Newtown (5146R)
Cappagh (4472R)
Clovers (4951R)
Coshma (4942R)
Croagh and Farrandonnelly (5359R)
Feohanagh/Castlemahon (3508R)
Glenbrohane (4571R)
Glenstal (5156R)
Grannagh (4413R)
Griston (5428R)
Inch-St Laurence (4601R)
Kilfinny (4649R)
Killeedy (4887R)
Knockainey (4434R)
Lough Gur (4754R)
Shanagarry (4540R)

LONGFORD
Clonmore/Kilmore (5415R)
Derawley/Monaduff (3740R)
Fostra (5236R)
Lough Gowna (3469R)

LOUTH
Mountain Park (5223R)
Sheepgrange (5418R)
Tullyallen (4956R)

MAYO
Ayle (5312R)
Ballycroy (5476R)
Bekan & District (5083R)
Belcarra Community (3692R)
Belderrig (5319R)
Belmont (5434R)
Bohola (3612R)
Brackloon/Spaddagh (5151R)
Cahermaculick (5478R)
Callow Lake (5460R)*
Carra (5283R)
Carras (4938R)
Clew Bay (5461R)*
Cloongullane (3691R)
Cloonmore/Cloonlavish (5032R)
Collacoon (5239R)
Coogue (5162R)
Cornboy (5065R)
Cregduff (5079R)
Cross (5477R)
Cullentragh/Knockroe (5082R)

Curraghmore (5346R)
Currinara (5425R)
Cushlough (5438R)
Derrycorrib/Doohoma (5118R)
Derryvohey (5048R)
Devlis-Coolnafarna (5368R)
Drum/Binghamstown (5320R)
Drumsheen (5339R)
Emlybeg-Ardmore (5235R)
Fahy/Kilmaclasser (5343R)
Fallduff (4974R)
Farrangerode Quignamanger (3944R)
Glencorrib (5299R)
Glenhest (4982R)
Gurteen/Carrowkeel (5164R)
Hollymount and Kilrush (5059R)
Holywell (5402R)
Irishtown/Woodstock (5095R)
Keenagh (5396R)
KF [Facefield, Claremorris] (5281R)
Kilgalligan (5279R)
Killasser (3315R)
Killaturley (4977R)
Killeen/Errew (5482R)
Kilmovee/Urlaur (5215R)
Kilmeena (5109R)
Knockinaukill (5184R)
Lacken North (5398R)
Lavallyroe/Johnstown (5159R)
Lissatava (5120R)
Logboy (5052R)
Loughanemon/Ballinasmalla (5399R)
Lough Carra (5364R)*
Lough Mask-Creevagh (5123R)
Loughta (5063R)
Mayo Abbey (5170R)
Midfield (4786R)
Moylaw (5439R)*
Nephin Valley (5453R)*
Oiligh (5196R)
Oxford/Kiltimagh (5234R)
Parke (5129R)
TBKS (5471R)*
Rahard (5374R)
Robeen (4979R)
Rosmoney (5426R)
Rossport (5197R)
Roy Bingham (5295R)
Shammer (5012R)
Shraheen/Aughagower (5198R)
Tavneena (5337R)
Tooreen/Aghamore (5068R)
Treenkeel/Treenlaur (5241R)
Woodfield Ballure (5240R)
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MEATH
Kilcloon (5302R)
Meath Hill (5112R)
Rathmoylon (5210R)

MONAGHAN
Aughnashalvey (5011R)
Churchill & Oram (5089R)
Corduff/Corracharra (5072R)
Donaghmoyne (5107R)
Doohamlet (5030R)
Drumgole (5182R)
Farmoyle/Barraghy (3658R)
Glaslough-Tyholland (3844R)
Killanny & Reaghstown (3818R)
Magheracloone (3593R)
Stranooden (3830R)
Truagh (3834R)
Tydavnet (3835R)

OFFALY
Ballykilleen (4625R)
Esker (5366R)

ROSCOMMON
Brusna (5254R)
Carane (5005R)

Corracreigh (5470R)*
Gorthaganny (4913R)
Mid Roscommon (5453R)*
Oran Ballintubber (5500R)*
Peake-Mantua (5462R)
Pollacat Springs (Polecat) (5119R)
Tarten, Scurmore, Lisphilip (5277R)

SLIGO
Ballygawley (5495R)
Beltra (5268R)
Benbulben (5226R)
Castlebaldwin (3729R)
Castletown (5349R)
Cloonmore Rooskey (5497R)
Corrick (5091R)
Culfadda (5179R)
Doongeela (5188R)
Drum East (5232R)
Glackbaun (5406R)
Keash (3620R)
Keelogyboy (5393R)

TIPPERARY
Carrigahorig/Milford (5145R)
Cunnahurt/Knockalton (5206R)

Drombane (4573R)
Elmhill (5127R)
Garrynamona/Cormackstown (5317R)
Kilbarron (5099R)
Kilcoran/New Burgess (5491R)
Killeen (5486R)
Laha (5224R)
Luska (5488R)

WESTMEATH
Ballybroder/Ballycallaghan (5054R)
Multyfarnham (4824R)

WEXFORD
Ballymoney (5023R)
Blackstairs (5081R)
Borrmount (5216R)
Kilanerin (5014R)
Knockina (5331R)
Mullawn (5332R)

WICKLOW
Askinagap (5367R)
Baltyboys (5296R)
Gormanstown/Kildare (3840R)
Oldcourt (5288R)

The above information has been compiled with the help of the Registry of Friendly Societies and ICOS.

Cavan
Claragh Lane (5401R)

Cork
Carrignadoura/Cahir (5334R)

Galway
Ardaun & Dooroy (5252R)
Barnaderg (4715R)*
Carra/Carramore (5322R)*
Castletaylor (5315R)*
Cloghaun/Castlebay (5018R)
Ganty (5247R)*
Garrymore (5356R)*
Gortbeg, Ballinastack, Doonbeg (4991R)*
Peterswell (5088R)*
Rathgorgan (5355R)*
Laois
The Heath (5405R)

Limerick
Ballyshonick (4945R)

Mayo
Ballyglass/Carnacon (5102R)*
Bofeenaun (5003R)*
Burrishoole (5049R)*
Callow (3734R)*
Cuilmore (5092R)*
Keelogues (3627R)*
Knockmore (3693R)*
Lahardane (5316R)*
Meelick (5230R)*
Rathkell (5262R)*
Rathnacreeva (5270R)*
Straide (5166R)*

Roscommon
Annaghmore/Corrastira (4961R)*
Ardkeenagh Tulsk (5015R)*

Ballymacurley (3841R)*
Carnalasson/Caggle (5171R)*
Carnane (5313R)*
Clooncullane/Clooncunny (5121R)*
Clooneygrasson (5149R)*
Clooneyquinn (5389R)*
Derryphatten (5124R)*
Donamon (5036R)*
Four Mile House (5070R)*
Mullymux Munsboro (5080R)
Ogulla (5122R)*
Rathcarren (5353R)
Rathmore-Ballinderry (5383R)*
Shadlough (5217R)*

Sligo
Monasteraden (3793R)

Westmeath
Cloncrave (4921R)

Co-operatives cancelled in 2007 and 2008. Those marked with an asterix * were cancelled due to amalgamation
as part of a new co-operative.
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd.

Committee Report and
Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 December 2008
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

COMMITTEE REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008
The committee present their report and financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2008.

Principal activities and review of the business
The principal activity of the Society continued to be that of the co-ordination and promotion of local
group water schemes.

The results for the year and the financial position at the year end were considered satisfactory by the
committee who expect continued growth in the foreseeable future.

Results and dividends
The results for the year are as set out in the Profit and Loss Account.

Books of account
The Society’s committee are aware of their responsibilities under the Industrial and Provident Societies
Acts (1893 to 1978), to maintain proper books of account and are discharging their responsibility by
employing qualified and/or experienced staff and ensuring that sufficient Society resources are avail-
able for the task, and liaising with the Society’s auditors.

The books of account are held at the Society’s business premises, 24 Old Cross Square, Monaghan.

Auditors
McArdle, Cassidy, McQuaid were appointed auditors to the company and, in accordance with the
Industrial and Provident Societies Act (1893-1978), are willing to be re-appointed.

Statement of committee responsibilities
The committee are responsible for preparing the financial statements in accordance with applicable law
and generally accepted accounting practice in Ireland, including the accounting standards issued by the
Accounting Standards Board and promulgated by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland.

Company law requires the committee to prepare financial statements for each financial year which give
a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the society and of the profit or loss of the Society for that
period. In preparing those financial statements, the committee is required to:
– select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
– make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
– state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to any material depar-

tures disclosed and explained in the financial statements;
– prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis, unless it is inappropriate to presume

that the Society will continue in business.

The committee is responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable
accuracy, at any time, the financial position of the Society and to enable them to ensure that the finan-
cial statements comply with the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts (1893-1978). They are also
responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Society and, hence, for taking reasonable steps for the
prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

By order of the Board

Brendan O’Mahony Tony Prendiville
Chairperson Secretary
25 February 2009
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF THE NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF GROUP WATER SCHEMES SOCIETY LTD.
This report is made solely to the Society’s members, as a body, in accordance with the Industrial and
Provident Societies Acts (1893-1978). Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to
the Society’s members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no
other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to any-
one other than the Society and the Society’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report or
for the opinions we have formed.

We have audited the financial statements of the National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society
Ltd. for the year ended 31 December 2008 set out on pages 44 to 52. These financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with the accounting policies set out therein.

Respective responsibilities of the directors and auditors
As described in the statement of Committee’s Responsibilities on page 1, the Society’s committee are
responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and the
accounting standards issued by the Accounting Standards Board and promulgated by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Ireland (Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland).

Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements in accordance with relevant legal and regulatory
requirements and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland).

We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view, in accor-
dance with Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland, and are properly prepared in accor-
dance with the industrial and Provident Societies Acts (1893-1978). We also report to you whether, in
our opinion, proper books of account have been kept by the Society; whether at the balance sheet date
there exists a financial situation requiring the convening of an extraordinary general meeting of the
Society; and whether the information given in the committee report is consistent with the financial
statements. In addition, we state whether we have obtained all the information and explanations neces-
sary for the purposes of our audit and whether the financial statements are in agreement with the books
of account.

We also report to you if, in our opinion, and information specified by law regarding committee remu-
neration and committee transactions is not disclosed and, where practicable, include such information
in our report.

We read the Committee Report and consider the implications for our report if we become aware of any
apparent misstatements within it.

Basis of audit opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards of auditing (UK and Ireland) issued
by the Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant
to the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an assessment of the signif-
icant estimates and judgements made by the committee in the preparation of the financial statements
and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Society’s circumstances, consistently
applied and adequately disclosed.

We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we con-
sidered necessary, in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the
financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity
or error. In forming our opinion, we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of infor-
mation in the financial statements.
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT (CONTINUED) TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF THE
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF GROUP WATER SCHEMES SOCIETY LTD.

Opinion
In out opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view, in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice in Ireland, of the state of the Society’s affairs as at 31 December 2008 and of its
profit for the year then ended and have been properly prepared in accordance with the Industrial and
Provident Societies Acts (1893-1978).

We have obtained all the information and explanations we consider necessary for the purposes of our
audit. In our opinion, proper books of account have been kept by the Society. The financial statements
are in agreement with the books of account.

In our opinion, the information given in the committee report is consistent with the financial state-
ments.

The net assets of the Society, as stated in the balance sheet, are more than half of the amount of its
called up share capital and, in our opinion, on that basis there did not exist at 31 December 2008 a
financial situation which, under section 40 (1) of the Companies (Amendment) Act (1983), would
require the convening of an extraordinary general meeting of the Society.

McArdle, Cassidy, McQuaid 29 January 2009

Chartered Accountants
Registered Auditor 27 North Road

Monaghan
County Monaghan
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008
2008 2007

Notes € €
Turnover 2 807,860 956,424

Administrative expenses (734,245) (752,688)

Profit on ordinary activities
before taxation 3 73,615 203,736

Tax on profit/(loss) on ordinary activities 4 –  –

Profit for the year 73,615 203,736

The profit and loss account has been prepared on the basis that all operations are continuing operations.

There are no recognised gains and losses other than those passing through the profit and loss account.

Approved by the Board on 25 February 2009.

Brendan O’Mahony Tony Prendiville
Director Director

Page 44
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2008
2008 2007

Notes € € € €
Fixed assets
Tangible assets 5 39,547 53,030

Current assets
Debtors 6 9,704 486
Cash at bank and in hand 554,179 485,640

563,883 486,126

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year 7 (23,401) (32,743)

Net current assets 540,482 453,383

Total assets less current liabilities 580,029 506,413

Capital and reserves
Called up share capital 8 497 497
Profit and loss account 9 579,532 505,916

Shareholders’ funds: 10 580,029 506,413
equity interests

Approved by the Board on 25 February 2009.

Brendan O’Mahony – Chairperson Tony Prendiville – Secretary

Page 45
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

CASH FLOW STATEMENT AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2008
2008 2007

€ € € €
Net cash inflow (outflow) from
operating activities 73,757 216,508

Capital expenditure
Payments to acquire tangible assets (5,218) (5,229)
Receipts from sales cof tangible assets — 588

Net cash outflow for capital expenditure (5,218) (4,641)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before management
of liquid resources and financing 68,539 211,867

Management of liquid resources
Bank deposits 9 15

9 15

Increase/(decrease) in cash in the year 68,548 211,882
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

NOTES TO THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008

1. Reconciliation of operating profit/(loss) to net cash
inflow from operating activities 2008 2007

€ €
Operating profit/(loss) 73,615 203,736
Depreciation of tangible assets 15,339 15,450
Loss on disposable of tangible assets 3,363 788
Increase in debtors (9,218) –
Increase in creditors within one year (9,218) (3,466)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from operating activities 216,508 216,508

2. Analysis of net funds 1 January Cash flow Other non- 31 December
2008 cash changes 2008

€ € € €
Net cash: cash at
bank and in hand 485,628 68,548 – 554,176

Liquid resources:
Bank deposits 12 (9) – 3

Net funds 485,640 68,539 – 554,179

3. Reconciliation of net cash flow to movement in net funds 2008 2007
€ €

Increase in cash in the year 68,548 211,882
Cash inflow from decrease (increase) in liquid resources (9) (15)

Movement in net funds in the year 68,539 211,882
Opening net funds 485,640 273,773

Closing net funds 554,179 485,640
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008

1. Accounting policies

1.1 Accounting convention
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention.

1.2 Compliance with accounting standards
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting standards gen-
erally accepted in Ireland and Irish statute comprising the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts (1893 to 1978). Accounting standards generally accepted in Ireland in
preparing financial statements giving a true and fair view are those published by the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland and issued by the Accounting Standards
Board.

1.3 Turnover
Turnover represents amounts receivable for goods and services net of VAT and trade
discounts.

1.4 Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost, less depreciation. Depreciation is provided at rates
calculated to write off the cost, less estimated residual value of each asset over its expect-
ed useful life, as follows:

fixtures, fittings & equipment 12.5% straight line
2. Turnover

The total turnover of the Society for the year has been derived from its principal activity
wholly undertaken in the Republic of Ireland.

3. Operating profit/(loss) 2008 2007
Operating profit/(loss) is stated after charging:
Depreciation of tangible assets 15,339 15,450
Loss on disposable of tangible assets 3,363 788
Auditors’ remuneration 3,872 3,872
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008

4. Taxation 2008 2007
€ €

Current tax charge – –

Factors affecting the tax charge for the year
Profit/(loss) on ordinary activities before taxation 73,615 203,736

Profit on ordinary activities before taxation multiplied by
standard rate of Irish corporation tax of 12.5% (2006: 12.5%) 9,202 25,467

Effects of:
Other tax adjustments (9,202) (25,467)

(9,202) (25,467)
Current tax charge – –

5. Tangible fixed assets Fixtures, fittings
& equipment

€
Cost
At 1 January 2008 123,600
Additions 5,218
Disposals (6,104)

As at 31 December 2008 122,714

Depreciation
At 1 January 2008 70,570
On disposals (2,742)
Charge for the year 15,339

At 31 December 2008 83,167

Net book value
At 31 December 2008 39,547

At 31 December 2007 53,030

6. Debtors 2008 2007
€ €

Called up share capital not paid 486 486
Called up share capital not paid 9,218 –
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008

7. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year 2008 2007
€ €

Other creditors 9,388 7,905
Accruals and deferred income 14,013 24,838

23,401 32,743
Included in other creditors are amounts relating to taxation,
as follows: PAYE/PRSI Control Account 9,388 7,905

8. Share capital 2008 2007
€ €

Authorised
100,000 ordinary shares of a1.269738 each 126,974 126,974

Allotted, called up and fully paid
391 Ordinary shares of a1.269738 each 497 497

9. Statement of movements on profit and loss account Profit and loss
account

€
Balance at 1 January 2008 505,917
Retained profits for the year 73,615

Balance at 31 Dcember 2008 579,532

10. Reconciliation of movements in shareholders’ funds 2008 2007
€ a

Profit/(Loss) for the financial year 73,615 203,736
Opening shareholders’ funds 506,413 302,677

Closing shareholders’ funds 580,029 506,413

11. Employees
Number of employees
The average monthly number of employees
(including directors) during the year was: 2008 2007
Administration 10 10

Employment costs 2008 2007
€ €

Wages and salaries 446,335 444,956

12. Control
There is no ultimate controlling party.

12. Approval of financial statements
Approved by the Board and authorised for issue on 25 February 2009
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

DETAILED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008

2008 2007
€ € € €

Income
Affiliation fees 256,345 254,185
Training fees 25,875 8,650
Advertising 31,286 33,349
DOE grant 366,869 372,117
Miscellaneous income 960 –
FAS grant – Training 89,600 –
DkIT NSPPP Refund – 225,000
Administration income 473 –
Deposit Interest Received 1,809 1,392
Roscommon County Council 17,750 61,731
Galway County Council 16,893 –

807,860 956,424

Expenditure
Gross wages employees 446,335 444,956
County Federation expenses/cost 1,069 2,046
Rates 3,053 3,959
Insurance 3,464 3,626
Honorarium 4,500 4,500
Light & heat 2,972 2,489
Repairs and maintenance 341 3,108
Office rental & meeting rooms 32,342 31,212
Travel, accommodation & subsistence 97,020 96,310
Conference costs 12,818 19,679
Stationary 4,577 8,407
Printing & advertising 29,052 34,717
Postage, telephone & delivery 31,812 36,383
Professional & consultancy fees 195 8,014
Training costs 20,863 6,080
Accountancy fees 4,598 4,598
Audit fees 3,872 3,872
Bank charges 414 795
Sundry expenses – 304
ICOS amalgamation fees 6,955 12,375
ICOS annual fee 9,291 9,020
Depreciation on fixtures, fittings 15,339 15,450
& equipment
Profits/losses on disposal of tangible assets 3,363 788

(734,245) (752,688)

Profit/(Loss) for the year 73,615 203,736
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The National Federation of Group Water Schemes Society Ltd

FIXED ASSET ANALYSIS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008

Fixtures, Fittings & Equipment
Fixtures, Fittings and Equipment consist of the following:

As at Depreciation Additions As at
1/1/2008 31/12/08

€ € € €
Portacabin 1,391 (1,559) (2,950) –
Sundry fixtures, fittings & equipment 1,396 (465) – 931
Computers& related equipment 15,803 (5,267) – 10,535
Office furniture 6,533 (2,178) – 4,355
Office equipment 9,664 (3,222) – 6,443
Fax 505 (168) – 336
TV/Video/Camera 2,034 (652) – 1,382
Laboratory equipment 1,758 (586) – 1,172
Camera 767 (192) – 575
Office furniture 968 (242) – 726
Printer 102 (26) – 77
Computer equipment 832 (208) – 624
Photocopier 1,125 (225) – 900
Telephone system 72 (14) – 58
Laptop computer 998 599 (1,597) –
Laptop computer 973 584 (1,557) –
Phone system 768 (128) – 640
Laptop computer 1,048 (175) – 873
Laptop computer 1,049 (174) – 875
Projector 667 (111) – 556
Waterlogic cooler 1,272 (182) – 1,090
Apple iMac PC 2,260 (323) – 1,937
Fujitsu Siemens laptop 1,045 (149) – 896
Vostro 1500 NB laptop – (223) 1,782 1,559
Inspiron 1525 laptop – (134) 1,069 935
Inspiron 530s E6550 Core D – (111) 889 778
Dell laptop – (185) 1,479 1,294

53,030 (12,598) (886) 39,546


